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Abstract. We construct measures of maximal u-entropy for any partially
hyperbolic diffeomorphism that factors over an Anosov torus automorphism
and has mostly contracting center direction. The space of such measures has
finite dimension, and its extreme points are ergodic measures with pairwise
disjoint supports.

1. Introduction

The variational principle, proved in the early 1970s by Dinaburg [Din70, Din71],
Goodman [Goo71a] and Goodwin [Goo71b], asserts that the topological entropy
h(f) of a continuous transformation f : M → M in a compact metric space M
coincides with the supremum of the entropies hµ(f) of its invariant probability
measures. In general, the supremum is not attained but measures of maximal en-

tropy do exist in some important situations. That includes, for instance, expansive
maps, as in that case the entropy hµ(f) is an upper semi-continuous function of
the probability measure µ.

A more general version of the variational principle, due to Walters [Wal75], states
that, for any continuous function φ : M → R, the (topological) pressure P (f, φ)
coincides with supremum of

hµ(f) +

∫

M

φdµ

over all probability measures µ. The situation in the previous paragraph corre-
sponds to the case φ ≡ 0. In general, when they exist, measures that realize the
supremum are called equilibrium states of φ. The semi-continuity argument to
prove existence for expansive transformations remains valid in this generality. See
[VO16] for a detailed review of these classical facts.

Still in the 1970s, Sinai [Sin72], Ruelle [Rue76], and Bowen [BR75, Bow75]
brought in ideas from statistical mechanics to give an explicit construction of equi-
librium states for a broad class of transformations, including expanding maps and
uniformly hyperbolic diffeomorphisms. In addition to proving existence and unique-
ness, their theory leads to detailed information on the properties of such measures,
including mixing properties, decay of correlations and large deviations principles.

When the transformation admits an invariant structure, such as an invariant
lamination or even a foliation, one may consider the corresponding partial entropy,
which measures the complexity of the dynamics along such a structure. This idea
can be traced back to Pesin [Pes77] and, more explicitly, Ledrappier [Led84] and
Ledrappier, Young [LY85a, LY85b]. In these papers, the relevant invariant structure
is the Pesin unstable lamination.
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Another important case, which concerns us more directly, is that of the strong-
unstable foliation Fuu of a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism f : M → M . We
denote by hµ(f,Fuu) the corresponding partial entropy of each invariant measure
µ, and we call it u-entropy of µ. In this setting, the notion of partial topological
entropy was defined by Saghin, Xia [SX09]. We call it the topological u-entropy of
the diffeomorphism, and denote it as h(f,Fuu).

Hu, Hua, Wu [HHW17] proved the variational u-principle – h(f,Fuu) coincides
with the supremum of hµ(f,Fuu) over all µ – and they also proved that the supre-
mum is attained. Recently, Hu, Wu, Zhu [HWZ] introduced the notion of u-pressure
of a continuous function φ :M → R and extended the previous results to that set-
ting: the u-pressure is equal to the supremum of

(1) hµ(f,F
uu) +

∫

M

φdµ

over all invariant probability measures µ.
In this paper we initiate a program to extend the classical thermodynamical

formalism of Sinai, Ruelle and Bowen, to the language of u-entropy and u-pressure.
An invariant probability measure that realizes the supremum in (1) is called an
equilibrium u-state. A long term goal is to prove that generic partially hyperbolic
diffeomorphisms admit finitely many ergodic equilibrium u-states, for any given
Hölder potential φ. Moreover, these equilibrium states should exhibit fast decay of
correlations and other mixing-type properties.

It should be noted that in the setting of uniformly hyperbolic systems, the notions
of equilibrium state and equilibrium u-state coincide. Our results (see Section 9)
show that this is no longer the case, in general, for partially hyperbolic systems, the
reason being that the (total) entropy is vulnerable to local phenomena, such as small
horseshoes, while the u-entropy is not. As a consequence, in the broader partially
hyperbolic setting equilibrium states may fail to reflect the global dynamics, a role
which is kept by equilibrium u-states.

Another point worth making is that the theory we deal with here reveals a
close relation between equilibrium u-states and the notion of Gibbs u-state (see
Theorem B below). The latter was introduced by Pesin, Sinai [PS82] in the 1980s,
and has been used extensively (see [BDV05, Chapter 11]) but, to the best of our
knowledge, had not previously been linked to the variational principle.

Presently, we focus on a class of partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms that factor
over an Anosov torus automorphism. Let us begin with an informal presentation
of the main notions, postponing most formal definitions to Section 2.

We take f : M → M to be a partially hyperbolic, dynamically coherent C1 dif-
feomorphism on a compact manifold M , with partially hyperbolic splitting TM =
Ecs ⊕ Euu. We say that f factors over Anosov if there exist a hyperbolic lin-
ear automorphism A : Td → T

d on some torus, and a continuous surjective map
π :M → T

d such that

(H1) π ◦ f = A ◦ π;
(H2) π maps each strong-unstable leaf of f homeomorphically to an unstable leaf

of A;
(H3) π maps each center-stable leaf of f to a stable leaf of A.

There are many examples of such maps, some of which we review in Sections 6
through 9, including diffeomorphisms derived from Anosov, partially hyperbolic
skew-products, and certain topological solenoids. Condition (H2) implies that Euu

has the same dimension as the unstable subbundle of A; the dimension of Ecs may
be greater than that of the stable subbundle of A.
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By pulling the Lebesgue measure along the unstable leaves of A back under
the factor map π, one obtains a special family of measures on the strong-unstable
plaques of f that we call the reference measures (orMargulis measures, see [Mar70]).
We say that f has c-mostly contracting center if

(2) lim sup
n

1

n
log ‖Dfn |Ecs ‖ < 0

on a positive measure subset relative to every reference measure. This is sim-
ilar to the notion of mostly contracting center direction introduced by Bonatti,
Viana [BV00], except that we replace the Lebesgue measure along the strong-
unstable leaves of f with our reference measures in the definition. The motivation
behind our terminology will be explained in Remark 2.4.

The topological u-entropy of f , denoted by h(f,Fuu), is the maximal rate of
volume growth for any disk contained in an strong-unstable leaf. See Saghin,
Xia [SX09]. The u-entropy of an f -invariant measure µ, denoted as hµ(f,Fuu),
is defined by

hµ(f, µ) = Hµ

(

f−1ξu | ξu
)

where ξu is any measurable partition subordinate to the strong-unstable foliation
(see the Appendix for the definition). Recall that, according to Rokhlin [Rok67,
Section 7], the entropy hµ(f) is the supremum of Hµ

(

f−1ξ | ξ
)

over all measurable

partitions ξ with f−1ξ ≺ ξ. Thus we always have

(3) hµ(f,F
uu) ≤ hµ(f).

See Ledrappier, Strelcyn [LS82], Ledrappier [Led84], Ledrappier, Young [LY85a],
and Yang [Yan]. We call µ a measure of maximal u-entropy if it satisfies

hµ(f,F
uu) = h(f,Fuu).

By Hu, Wu, Zhu [HWZ], the set MMu(f) of measures of maximal u-entropy is
always non-empty, convex and compact. Moreover, its extreme points are ergodic
measures.

Theorem A. If f : M → M is a C1 diffeomorphism which factors over Anosov

and has c-mostly contracting center, then it admits finitely many ergodic measures

of maximal u-entropy, and their supports are pairwise disjoint. Each support has

finitely many connected components, they are unions of entire leaves of Fuu, and

every leaf is dense in the corresponding connected component.

The assumption that f has c-mostly contracting center is C1-open among dif-
feomorphisms that factor over Anosov (see Proposition 5.1). Corresponding results
were proved by [BV00, BDP03, And10] for the classical notion of mostly contracting
center. It is not clear whether factoring over Anosov is also an open property.

Our construction provides an explicit description of the measures of maximal u-
entropy in terms of their (leafwise) densities relative to the reference measures. A
different approach, using tools from geometric measure theory, was recently devel-
oped by Climenhaga, Pesin, Zelerowicz [CPZ20] to prove existence and uniqueness
for a different class of partially hyperbolic dynamical systems.

We also point out that, while we state the theorem for (globally defined) diffeo-
morphisms, the same arguments yield a version of the statement for C1 embeddings.
Such a semi-global situation is indeed considered in Sections 8 and 9. The latter
provides examples of measures of maximal u-entropy which are not measures of
maximal entropy (examples of measures of maximal entropy which do not maxi-
mize u-entropy are easy to exhibit [TY19]).

In a forthcoming paper [UVYY] we prove that the ergodic measures of maximal
u-entropy constructed in Theorem A satisfy a large deviations principle, and have
exponential decay of correlations for Hölder observables.
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The present paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give precise definitions
and state two main results: Theorem B, which characterizes the measures of max-
imal u-entropy as the system’s c-Gibbs u-states, and Theorem C, which classifies
the ergodic c-Gibbs u-states. Their combination contains Theorem A, in a detailed
form. In Section 3 we prove Theorem B. In Section 4 we study the space of c-Gibbs
u-states, and use the conclusions to prove Theorem C. Section 5 contains several
properties of diffeomorphisms with c-mostly contracting center, some of which are
used in the sequences that follow. In Sections 6 to 9 we exhibit several examples of
diffeomorphisms satisfying the assumptions of our results. In the appendix, a few
classical results about C2 diffeomorphisms are extended to the C1 case, under the
extra assumption that there exists a dominated splitting.

2. Definitions and statements

In this section we give the precise definitions of the notions we are going to use,
and we state more detailed results which contain Theorem A.

2.1. Partial hyperbolicity. A C1 diffeomorphism f : M → M on a compact
manifold M is partially hyperbolic if there exists a Df -invariant splitting

TM = Ecs ⊕ Euu

of the tangent bundle such that Df |Euu is uniformly expanding and dominates

Df |Ecs . By this we mean that there exist a Riemmanian metric on M and a
continuous function ω(x) < 1 such that

(4) ‖Df(x)vuu‖ ≥
1

ω(x)
and

‖Df(x)vcs‖

‖Df(x)vuu‖
≤ ω(x)

for any unit vectors vcs ∈ Ecs
x and vuu ∈ Euu

x , and any x ∈M .
It is a classical fact (see [HPS77]) that the unstable subbundle Euu is uniquely

integrable, meaning that there exists a unique foliation Fuu which is invariant under
f and tangent to Euu at every point. We assume that f is dynamically coherent,
meaning that the subbundle Ecs is also uniquely integrable, and we denote by Fcs

the integral foliation. A compact f -invariant set Λ ⊂M is u-saturated if it consists
of entire leaves of Fuu. Then it is called u-minimal if every strong-unstable leaf
contained in Λ is dense in Λ.

In some of our examples, Ecs itself splits into two continuous invariant subbun-
dles, Ess and Ec, such that Df |Ess is uniformly contracting and is dominated by
Df |Ec :

‖Df(x)vss‖ ≤ ω(x) and
‖Df(x)vss‖

‖Df(x)vc‖
≤ ω(x)

for any unit vectors vss ∈ Ess
x and vc ∈ Ec

x, and any x ∈M .

2.2. Markov partitions. LetR = {R1, . . . ,Rk} be a Markov partition for the lin-
ear automorphism A : Td → T

d. By this we mean (see Bowen [Bow75, Section 3.C])
a finite covering of Td by small closed subsets Ri such that

(a) each Ri is the closure of its interior, and the interiors are pairwise disjoint;
(b) for any a, b ∈ Ri, W

u
i (a) intersects W s

i (b) at exactly one point, which we
denote as [a, b];

(c) A(W s
i (a)) ⊂ W s

j (A(a)) and A(Wu
i (a)) ⊃ Wu

j (A(a)) if a is in the interior

of Ri and A(a) is in the interior of Rj .

Here, Wu
i (a) is the connected component of Wu(a) ∩ Ri that contains a, and

W s
i (a) is the connected component of W s(a) ∩ Ri that contains a. We call them,

respectively, the unstable plaque and the stable plaque through a. Property (b) is
called local product structure.
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The boundary ∂Ri of each Ri coincides with ∂
sRi∪∂uRi, where ∂

sRi is the set
of points x which are not in the interior ofWu

i (x) inside the corresponding unstable
leaf, and ∂uRi is defined analogously. By the local product structure, ∂sRi consists
of stable plaques and ∂uRi consists of unstable plaques. The Markov property (c)
implies that the total stable boundary ∂sR = ∪i∂

sRi is forward invariant and the
total unstable boundary ∂uR = ∪i∂

uRi is backward invariant under A. Since the
Lebesgue measure on T

d is invariant and ergodic for A, it follows that both ∂sR and
∂uR have zero Lebesgue measure. Then, by Fubini, the intersection of ∂sR with
almost every unstable plaque has zero Lebesgue measure in the plaque. It follows
that the same is true for every unstable plaque, since the stable holonomies of A,
being affine, preserve the class of sets with zero Lebesgue measure inside unstable
leaves. A similar statement holds for ∂uR.

Next, define M = {M1, . . . ,Mk} by Mi = π−1(Ri). For each i = 1, . . . , k and
x ∈ Mi, let ξ

u
i (x) be the connected component of Fuu(x) ∩Mi that contains x,

and ξcsi (x) be the pre-image of W s
i (π(x)). By construction,

(5) f(ξui (x)) ⊃ ξuj (f(x)) and f(ξ
cs
i (x)) ⊂ ξcsj (f(x))

whenever x is in the interior of Mi and f(x) is in the interior of Mj . We refer to
ξui (x) and ξcsi (x), respectively, as the strong-unstable plaque and the center-stable

plaque through x.
The local product structure property also extends to M: for any x, y ∈ Mi

we have that ξui (x) intersects ξ
cs
i (y) at exactly one point, which we still denote as

[x, y]. That can be seen as follows. To begin with, we claim that π maps ξui (x)
homeomorphically toWu

i (π(x)). In view of the assumption (b) above, to prove this
it is enough to check that π(ξui (x)) =Wu

i (π(x)). The inclusion ⊂ is clear, as both
sets are connected. Since ξui (x) is compact, it is also clear that π(ξui (x)) is closed
in Wu

i (π(x)). To conclude, it suffices to check that it is also open in Wu
i (π(x)).

Let b = π(z) for some z ∈ ξui (x). By assumption (b), for any small neighborhood
V of b inside Wu(b), there exists a small neighborhood U of z inside Fuu

z that is
mapped homeomorphically to V . By definition, a point w ∈ U is in Mi if and
only if π(w) is in Ri. Thus π maps U ∩Mi homeomorphically to V ∩ Ri. That
implies that b is in the interior of Wu

i (b), and that proves that π(ξui (x)) is indeed
open in Wu

i (π(x)). Thus the claim is proved. Finally, [x, y] is precisely the sole
pre-image of [π(x), π(y)] in ξu(x); notice that this pre-image does belong to ξcsi (y),
by definition.

This shows that M is a Markov partition for f , though not necessarily a generat-
ing one. In any event, the fact that f is uniformly expanding along strong-unstable
leaves ensures that M is automatically u-generating, in the sense that

(6)

∞
⋂

n=0

f−n (ξui (fn(x))) = {x} for every x ∈ Λ.

We call center-stable holonomy the family of maps Hcs
x,y : ξui (x) → ξui (y) defined by

the condition that

ξcsi (z) = ξcsi (Hcs
x,y(z))

whenever x, y ∈ Mi and z ∈ ξui (x).

2.3. Reference measures. We call reference measures the probability measures
νui,x defined on each strong-unstable plaque ξui (x), x ∈ Mi, i ∈ {1, . . . , k} by

π∗ν
u
i,x = volui,π(x) = normalized Lebesgue measure on Wu

i (π(x)).

Since the Lebesgue measure on unstable leaves are preserved by the stable holonomy
of A (as the latter is affine), the construction in the previous section also gives that
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these reference measures are preserved by center-stable holonomies of f :

(7) νui,y =
(

Hcs
x,y

)

∗
νui,x.

for every x and y in the same Mi. Similarly, the fact that Lebesgue measure on
unstable leaves has constant Jacobian for A implies that the same is true for the
reference measures of f : if f(Mi) intersects the interior of Mj then

(8) f∗

(

νui,x |f−1(ξuj (f(x)))

)

= νui,x
(

f−1
(

ξuj (f(x))
))

νuj,f(x)

for every x ∈ Mi∩f−1(Mj). Note that ν
u
i,x

(

f−1
(

ξuj (f(x))
))

is just the normalizing

factor for the restriction of νui,x to f−1
(

ξuj (f(x))
)

.

Remark 2.1. Properties (7) and (8) imply that x 7→ νui,x(f
−1ξuj (f(x))) is constant

on Mi ∩ f−1(Mj), for any i and j such that f(Mi) intersects the interior of Mj .
Thus this function takes only finitely many values.

Remark 2.2. Let x be on the boundary of two different Markov sets Mi and Mj .
Then the restrictions of νui,x and νuj,x to the intersection ξui (x)∩ξ

u
j (x) are equivalent

measures, as they are both mapped by π∗ to multiples of the Lebesgue measure on
Wu

i (π(x)) ∩W
u
j (π(x)).

Remark 2.3. As observed before, the intersection of ∂sR with every unstable plaque
Wu

i (x) has zero Lebesgue measure inside the plaque. Since π sends each Mi to Ri,
with each ξui (x) mapped homeomorphically to Wu

i (π(x)), it follows that ∂sM ∩
ξui (x) has zero ν

u
i,x-measure for every x ∈ Mi and every i.

2.4. Gibbs u-states. An f -invariant probability measure µ is called a c-Gibbs u-
state if its conditional probabilities along strong-unstable leaves coincide with this
family of reference measures νui,x. More precisely, for each i, let {µu

i,x : x ∈ Mi}
denote the disintegration of the restriction µ |Mi

relative to the partition {ξui (x) :
x ∈ Mi}. Then we call µ a c-Gibbs u-state if µu

i,x = νui,x for µ-almost every x. The
space of invariant c-Gibbs u-states of f is denoted by Gibbsuc (f). A few properties
of this set are collected in Proposition 4.1.

Theorem B. If f : M → M factors over Anosov then an f -invariant probability
measure µ is a measure of maximal u-entropy if and only if it is a c-Gibbs u-state.

For the next result we need a condition that was already briefly mentioned in
the Introduction: f has c-mostly contracting center if for any i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and
x ∈ Mi

(9) lim sup
n

1

n
log ‖Dfn |Ecs

y
‖ < 0

for a positive νui,x-measure subset of points y ∈ ξui (x). This condition is not used
in Theorem B.

Remark 2.4. In our notation for Gibbs u-states and mostly contracting center, c-
stands for constant, referring to the fact that our reference measures have locally
constant Jacobians. The classical notions of Gibbs u-state [PS82, BV00] and mostly

contracting center [BV00] were defined using instead the Lebesgue measures along
strong-unstable leaves as reference measures.

Following [DVY16], we call a skeleton for f any finite set S = {p1, . . . , pm} of
periodic points such that:

(a) each pi is a hyperbolic saddle of f with stable dimension equal to dimEcs;
(b) the strong-unstable leaf Fuu(x) of any x ∈ M has some transverse inter-

section with the union of the stable manifolds through the orbits Orb(pi);
9c) Wu(pi) ∩W s(Orb(pj)) = ∅ for any i 6= j.
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Recall that the homoclinic class of a hyperbolic periodic point p is the closure
H(p, f) of the set of all transverse intersections between the stable manifolds and
the unstable manifolds of the iterates of p.

Theorem A is contained in the following more detailed statement:

Theorem C. Let f :M →M be as in Theorem A. Then f admits some skeleton

S, and the number of ergodic c-Gibbs u-states is exactly #S.
Each ergodic c-Gibbs u-state is supported on the closure of the strong-unstable

leaves through the orbit of some periodic point pi ∈ S, and coincides with the

homoclinic class of pi.
Finally, these supports are pairwise disjoint, each one of them has finitely many

connected components, and each connected component is a u-minimal set.

3. Proof of Theorem B

Let f as in the assumptions of Theorem B. Keep in mind that, by Hu, Wu,
Zhu [HWZ], the set MMu(f) of measures of maximal u-entropy is non-empty, convex
and compact, and its extreme points are ergodic measures. Our goal in this section
is to prove that MMu(f) coincides with Gibbsuc (f). We use vol to denote the
Lebesgue measure of Td.

Lemma 3.1. The topological u-entropy h(f,Fuu) of f is equal to the topological

entropy h(A) of A.

Proof. Let voluf and voluA denote Lebesgue measure along, respectively, strong-
unstable leaves of f and unstable leaves of A. It is clear that we may find C > 1
such that

(10)
1

C
voluA(W

u
i (π(x))) ≤ voluf (ξ

u
i (x)) ≤ C voluA(W

u
i (π(x)))

for every i = 1, . . . , k and every x ∈ Mi. By construction, for every n ≥ 1, the
image An(Wu

i (π(x))) is an (essentially disjoint) union of unstable plaques Wu
j (b)

and, similarly, the image fn(ξui (x)) is an (essentially disjoint) union of strong-
unstable plaques ξuj (y). Moreover, there is a one-to-one correspondence between

the unstable plaques Wu
j (b) inside A

n(Wu
i (π(x))) and the strong-unstable plaques

ξuj (y) inside f
n(ξui (x)) preserving the index j. Thus, (10) implies that

1

C
voluA (An(Wu

i (π(x)))) ≤ voluf (f
n(ξui (x))) ≤ C voluA (An(Wu

i (π(x))))

for every n ≥ 1, i = 1, . . . , k and x ∈ Mi. This implies that the two sequences of
volumes grow at the same exponential rate, as claimed. �

Let Wu be the unstable foliation of A. Recall that Fuu denotes the strong-
unstable foliation of f .

Remark 3.2. The u-entropy is an affine function of the invariant measure:

(11) hµ(f,F
uu) =

∫

hµP
(f,Fuu) dµ̂(P )

where {µP : P ∈ P} is the ergodic decomposition of µ and µ̂ is the associated
quotient measure. Indeed the corresponding statement for the classical notion of
entropy is given by the Jacobs theorem ([VO16, Theorem 9.6.2]), and the present
version for partial entropy can be deduced as follows (see [VO16, Chapter 5] for
context). First, P is the measurable partition characterized by the condition that
points belong to the same partition element if and only if they have the same
Birkhoff average, {µP : P ∈ P} is the Rokhlin disintegration of µ along P , and
µ̂ is the image of µ under the canonical map M → P . Let ξu be any measurable
partition subordinate to the strong-unstable foliation relative to the measure µ.
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Since Birkhoff averages are constant on strong-unstable leaves, ξu is finer than P .
By transitivity of the disintegration (see [Rok67, § 1.7] or [VO16, Exercise 5.2.1]) it
follows that the conditional probabilities {µu

P,x : x ∈M} of µP along the partition

ξu coincide with the conditional probabilities {µu
x : x ∈} of µ itself along P , for

µ̂-almost every P and µ-almost every x. It is clear that ξu remains a subordinate
partition relative to µP for µ̂-almost every P . Now, the definition of the u-entropy
means that

hµ(f,F
uu) =

∫

M

µu
x(f

−1ξu(f(x))) dµ(x)

=

∫

P

∫

M

µu
P,x(f

−1ξu(f(x))) dµP (x) dµ̂(P ) =

∫

P

hµP
(f,Fuu) dµ̂(P ),

as claimed.

Denote w = π∗µ. Then, since (A,w) is a factor of (f, µ), it follows from Ledrap-
pier, Walters [LW77] that hw(A) ≤ hµ(f). Let us point out that the inequality
for the u-entropy that we obtain in the next proposition points in the opposite
direction.

Proposition 3.3. Let µ be an invariant probability measure of f , and w = π∗(µ).
Then hµ(f,Fuu) ≤ hw(A,Wu).

Proof. First, suppose that hw(A,Wu) = 0. By [VY17, Proposition 2.5], this hap-
pens if and only if there is a full w-measure subset X that intersects every unstable
leaf of A in at most one point. Then, π−1(X) intersects every strong-unstable leaf
of f in at most one point, since π is a homeomorphism from strong-unstable leaves
of f to unstable leaves of A. Using [VY17, Proposition 2.5] once more, we conclude
that hµ(f,Fuu) = 0.

From now on, suppose that hw(A,Wu) > 0. Initially, assume that µ is ergodic.
Let ηu be any partition subordinate to the unstable foliation of A. Then, by
definition,

(12) hw(A,W
u) = Hw(A

−1ηu | ηu).

Denote by ξcu the pull-back π−1(ηu) of ηu. Then, since π∗(µ) = w, we have

(13) Hµ(f
−1ξcu | ξcu) = Hw(A

−1ηu | ηu).

Next, consider ξuu = ξcu ∨ Fuu, that is, the partition of M whose elements are
the intersections of the elements of ξcu with the strong-unstable leaves of f . It is
clear that ξuu is finer than ξcu. Moreover, our assumptions on π ensure that ξuu is
subordinate to Fuu. Thus,

(14) hµ(f,F
uu) = Hµ(f

−1ξuu | ξuu).

We claim that

(15) f−1ξuu = f−1ξcu
∨

ξuu.

Indeed, given any x ∈ M , both f−1ξuu(x) and f−1ξcu(x) ∩ ξuu(x) are contained
in the strong-unstable leaf through x. Moreover, both are mapped to A−1ηu(π(x))
under π. Since π is a homeomorphism on strong-unstable leaves, it follows that the
two sets coincide, as claimed. Now, using Rokhlin [Rok67, § 5.10], it follows that

(16)
Hµ

(

f−1ξcu | ξcu
)

≥ Hµ

(

f−1ξcu | ξuu
)

= Hµ

(

f−1ξcu
∨

ξuu | ξuu
)

= Hµ

(

f−1ξuu | ξuu
)

.

Combining this with (12), (13) and (14) we get the statement of the proposition
when µ is ergodic.
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The general case now follows from the fact that the u-entropy is affine. Indeed,
(11) means that

(17) hµ(f,F
uu) =

∫

P

hµP (x)
(f,Fuu) dµ(x).

Analogously,

(18) hµ(A,W
u) =

∫

Q

hwQ(a)
(A,Wu) dw(a).

Here Q is the partition of Td defined by the condition that two points are in the
same partition element if and only if they have the same Birkhoff average for A. It
is clear that π−1(Q) is coarser than P . Thus π(P (x))) is contained in Q(π(x)) and
π∗µP (x) = wQ(π(x)) for almost every x. By the ergodic case treated previously, we
also have that

hµP (x)
(f,Fuu) ≤ hwQ(π(x))

(A,Wu).

Now the claim follows by combining this with (17) and (18). �

Next, we want to prove that the equality in Proposition 3.3 carries substantial
rigidity. To state this in precise terms, let ηu and ξu be partitions as in the proof
of the proposition, and {wu

a : a ∈ T
d} and {µu

x : x ∈M} be Rokhlin disintegrations
of w = π∗µ and µ, respectively, relative to those partitions.

Corollary 3.4. We have hµ(f,Fuu) = hw(A,Wu) if and only if π sends condi-

tional probabilities of µ relative to ξu to conditional probabilities of w relative to

ηu, meaning that

π∗µ
u
x = wu

π(x) for µ-almost every x.

In particular, each µu
x is determined by wu

π(x).

Proof. Let {µcu
y : y ∈ M} denote a disintegration of µ relative to the partition

ξcu = π−1(ηu). Since w = π∗µ, the fact that the disintegration is essentially unique
implies that

(19) π∗µ
cu
y = wu

π(y) for µ-almost every y.

Since ξu is finer than ξcu, the conditional probabilities of each µcu
y relative to the

partition ξu coincide µ-almost everywhere with the conditional probabilities µu
x of µ

itself (transitivity of the disintegration, see [Rok67, § 1.7] or [VO16, Exercise 5.2.1]).
First, we prove the ’only if’ claim. Assume that hµ(f,F

uu) = hw(A,W
u). Then

it follows from the relations (12)–(16) that

(20) Hµ(f
−1ξcu | ξcu) = Hµ(f

−1ξcu | ξu).

Since µ is f -invariant,

Hµ(f
−nξcu | ξcu) = nHµ(f

−1ξcu | ξcu) and Hµ(f
−nξcu | ξu) = nHµ(f

−1ξcu | ξu)

for every n ≥ 1. Thus, (20) implies

(21) Hµ(f
−nξcu | ξcu) = Hµ(f

−nξcu | ξu)

for every n ≥ 1. By Rokhlin [Rok67, § 5.10], this can only happen if f−nξcu and
ξu are independent relative to ξcu, that is (see [Rok67, § 1.7]), if

µcu
y (A ∩B) = µcu

y (A)µcu
y (B)

for any f−nξcu-measurable set A, any ξu-measurable set B, and µ-almost every y.
See Figure 1.

By considering B arbitrarily small, we see that the conditional measure µu
x(A)

is independent of x, and so

(22) µu
x(A) = µcu

x (A)
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A

B

ξu(x)

ξcs(x)

Figure 1.

for µ-almost every y, µcu
y -almost every x in ξcu(y), and any f−nξcu-measurable set

A. Moreover, (19) implies that µcu
x (A) = wu

π(x)(π(A)) for every f
−nξcu-measurable

set A. This implies that

(23) π∗µ
u
x = π∗(µ

cu
x ) = wu

π(x)

restricted to the σ-algebra of f−nξcu-measurable subsets of each ξu(x), for any n.
Now, since f is (uniformly) expanding along strong-unstable leaves, the family of
partitions {f−nξcu : n ≥ 1}∩ξu(x) generates the σ-algebra of all measurable subsets
of ξu(x) for every x. Thus, the previous identity yields the ‘only if’ statement:
π∗µ

u
x = π∗(µ

cu
x ) = wu

π(x) for µ-almost every x.

Next, assume that π∗µ
u
x = wu

π(x) for µ-almost every x. Using (19), it follows

that π∗µ
u
x = π∗µ

cu
x for µ-almost every x, which implies that

(24) µu
x(A) = µcu

x (A)

for µ-almost every x and any f−nξcu-measurable set A. Compare (22). Recalling
that

Hµ(f
−1ξcu | ξcu) =

∫

Hµcu
x

(

f−1(ξcu) |ξcu(x)
)

dµ(x) and

Hµ(f
−1ξcu | ξu) =

∫

Hµu
x
(f−1

(

ξu) |ξcu(x)
)

dµ(x)

we see that (24) implies (20). Using once more the relations (12)–(16), we see that
the later implies that hµ(f,F

uu) = hw(A,W
u). This proves the ‘if’ statement.

Finally, recall that π is a homeomorphism onto its image restricted to each
strong-unstable leaf and, thus, to each element of ξu. Thus, the relation π∗µ

u
x =

wu
π(x) means that each µu

x is the push-forward of wu
π(x) under the inverse map π−1.

This implies the last claim in the statement. �

Corollary 3.5. If µ ∈ MMu(f) then w = π∗µ is the Lebesgue measure vol of Td.

In particular, µ is a c-Gibbs u-state.

Proof. By Proposition 3.3 and Lemma 3.1, every µ ∈ MMu(f) satisfies

hw(A,W
u) ≥ hµ(f,F

uu) = h(f,Fuu) = h(A).

By (3), we also have that hw(A) ≥ hw(A,W
u). It follows that w is a measure

of maximal entropy for A which, by uniqueness, implies that w is the Lebesgue
measure of Td. Since the total boundary ∂R of the Markov partition R has zero
Lebesgue measure, as observed at the beginning of Section 2.2, it follows that the
µ-measure of ∂M is equal to zero. Let ξu be the family of all ξui (x) with x in
the interior of some Mi, and, similarly, ηu be the family of all Wu

i (a) with a in
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the interior of some Ri. By the previous observation, these are partitions of (full
measure subsets of) M and T

d, respectively. Moreover, ηu is subordinate to the
unstable foliation of A, and ξu is its pull-back under the map π to each strong-
unstable leaf of f , which means that these two partitions verify the assumptions of
Proposition 3.3 and Corollary 3.4. This means that we are in a position to apply
the corollary, and conclude that

π∗µ
u
x = voluπ(x) = normalized Lebesgue measure on ηuπ(x)

for µ-almost every x. This proves that µ is a c-Gibbs u-state. �

All that is left to finish the proof of Theorem B, is to get the converse statement,
that is, that every c-Gibbs u-state is a measure of maximal u-entropy. We will do
that with the aid of the following lemma, which is of independent interest:

Lemma 3.6. Almost every ergodic component of a c-Gibbs u-state is also a c-Gibbs

u-state.

Proof. Let {µP : P ∈ P} be the ergodic decomposition of a c-Gibbs u-state µ, and
µ̂ be the corresponding quotient measure in P . This means that every µP is an
ergodic mesure and

(25) µ =

∫

P

µP dµ̂(P ).

For each i, let µi = µ |Mi
and Pi be the restriction of P to the domain Mi. For

each P ∈ Pi, denote by µP,i the restriction of µP to Mi. Restricting (25) to the
measurable subsets of Mi we see that

(26) µi =

∫

Pi

µP,i dµ̂(P ).

As before, we denote by {µu
i,x : x ∈ Mi} the disintegration of µi with respect to

the partition ξui ofMi into strong-unstable plaques. The fact that Birkhoff averages
are constant on strong-unstable leaves ensures that Pi is a coarser partition than
ξui (see Remark 3.2). Moreover, for each P ∈ Pi, let {µu

P,i,x : x ∈ P} be the
disintegration of µP,i with respect to the partition ξui . By the transitivity of the
disintegration (see Remark 3.2) and the definition of c-Gibbs u-state

µu
P (x),i,x = µu

i,x = νui,x for µi-almost every x ∈ Mi.

By (26), this implies that

µu
P,i,x = νui,x for µP,i-almost every x and µ̂-almost every P ∈ Pi.

Since i is arbitrary, this just means that µP is a c-Gibbs u-state for µ̂-almost every
P ∈ P . �

Corollary 3.7. If µ is a c-Gibbs u-state of f then µ(∂M) = 0 and µ is a measure

of maximal u-entropy.

Proof. We begin by proving that µ(∂M) = 0. In view of Lemma 3.6, for this
purpose it is no restriction to suppose that µ is ergodic. Then

(27)
1

n

n−1
∑

j=0

δfj(y) → µ

for µ-almost every y. Consider any i ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that the Markov element
Mi has positive µ-measure. By the definition of c-Gibbs u-state, it follows that
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(27) holds for νui,x-almost y and µ-almost every x ∈ Mi. In particular, using the
dominated convergence theorem,

1

n

n−1
∑

j=0

f j
∗νi,x → µ

for µ-almost every x ∈ Mi. By the definition of c-Gibbs u-state, the image of
each νi,x under the projection π is the normalized Lebesgue measure on Wu

i (π(x)),
which we denote as voli,π(x). Thus, the previous relation implies that

1

n

n−1
∑

j=0

Aj
∗ voli,π(x) → π∗µ.

Now, it is well-known and easy to check that the left hand side converges to the
Lebesgue measure vol on the torus T

d. So, we just proved that π∗µ = vol. As
observed previously, the total boundary ∂R has zero Lebesgue measure. It follows
that µ(∂M) = 0, as claimed.

Let ξu be the family of all ξui (x) with x in the interior of some Mi, and, similarly,
ηu be the family of all Wu

i (a) with a in the interior of some Ri. By the previous
observation, these are partitions of (full measure subsets of)M and T

d, respectively.
Moreover, ηu is subordinate to the unstable foliation of A, and ξu is its pull-back
under the map π to each strong-unstable leaf of f . By the definition of c-Gibbs
u-state,

π∗µ
u
x = voluπ(x) = normalized Lebesgue measure on ηuπ(x)

for µ-almost every x. Applying Corollary 3.4, we conclude that hµ(f,Fuu) =
hvol(A,Wu). Since A is linear, we also have that hvol(A,Wu) coincides with the
topological u-entropy h(A,Wu). Moreover, by Lemma 3.1, the two topological
entropies h(A,Wu) and h(f,Fuu) are the same. Combining these identities, we find
that hµ(f,Fuu) = h(f,Fuu). This means that µ is indeed a measure of maximal
u-entropy. �

At this point the proof of Theorem B is complete. Let us conclude this section
with a few remarks on the broader significance of Proposition 3.3 and Corollary 3.4.

Remark 3.8. The rigidity phenomenon stated in Corollary 3.4 is akin to some
results of Avila, Viana [AV10] and Tahzibi, Yang [TY19] for partially hyperbolic
diffeomorphisms f whose center foliations Fc are fiber bundles over the quotient
space M/Fc, as we are going to explain. On the one hand, it follows from the
invariance principle of Avila, Viana [AV10] that if the center Lyapunov exponents
are non-positive then the disintegration of any f -invariant probability measure µ
along center leaves is preserved by strong-unstable holonomies (u-invariance). On
the other hand, Tahzibi, Yang [TY19] proved that if hµ(f,Fuu

f ) = hν(g,Fuu
g ), where

g is the quotient transformation induced by f onM/Fc and ν is the projection of µ,
then the disintegration of µ along strong-unstable leaves is invariant under center
holonomies (c-invariance, see also [AVW]). The two conclusions are the same, as
u-invariance is known to be equivalent to c-invariance (see Tahzibi, Yang [TY19,
Lemma 5.2] and Viana, Yang [VY19, Proposition 6.2]). The rigidity property in
Corollary 3.4 is a broader kind of c-invariance, with the fibers of π taking the role
of the center leaves.

4. c-Gibbs u-states

The main purpose of this section is to prove Theorem C. To that end, we start by
investigating some properties of the space of c-Gibbs u-states. Then, we prove an
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alternative characterization of diffeomorphisms with c-mostly contracting center.
The proof of the theorem is given in the last subsection.

4.1. Space of c-Gibbs u-states. The next proposition collects some basic prop-
erties of the space Gibbsuc (f) of c-Gibbs u-states of f :

Proposition 4.1. Gibbsuc (f) is non-empty, convex, and compact. Moreover,

(1) almost every ergodic component of any µ ∈ Gibbsuν (f) is a c-Gibbs u-state;
(2) the support of every µ ∈ Gibbsuν (f) is u-saturated;
(3) for every x ∈ Mi and l ∈ {1, . . . , k}, every accumulation point of the

sequence

µn =
1

n

n−1
∑

j=0

f j
∗ν

u
l,x

is a c-Gibbs u-state.

Proof. We know from Theorem B that Gibbsuc (f) coincides with the space MMu(f)
of measures of maximal u-entropy. It has been proven by Hu, Wu, Zhu [HWZ] that
the latter is non-empty, convex, and compact. The first statement in the proposition
follows directly. Claim (1) is given by Lemma 3.6 above.

To prove claim (2), recall that by definition π∗µ
u
i,x = volui,π(x) for µ-almost every

x. Since the restriction of π to each strong-unstable leaf is a homeomorphism, and
volii,x is supported on the whole unstable plaqueWu

i (π(x)), we conclude that µ
u
i,x is

supported on the whole ξui (x) for µ-almost every x. This implies that the support
of µ restricted to each µi is a union of complete strong-unstable plaques ξui (x). We
know from Corollary 3.7 that µ(∂M) = 0. Let Yδ be the set of points x such that,
for some i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, the plaque ξui (x) is contained in suppµ, and its boundary
is δ-away from x. It follows that µ(Yδ) → 1 as δ → 0. By Poincaré recurrence,
for µ-almost every x ∈ Yδ there are infinitely many values of n ≥ 1 such that
f−n(x) ∈ Yδ. Thus, iterating the plaques ξu(f−n(x)) forward, we conclude that
the whole strong-unstable leave x is contained in the support of µ. Next, making
δ → 0 we get that this conclusion holds for µ-almost every x. Thus the support of
µ is u-saturated, as claimed.

Now we prove claim (3). Begin by noticing that

π∗µn =
1

n

n−1
∑

j=0

Aj
∗ vol

u
i,π(x)

converges to the Lebesgue measure of Td, since A is a linear Anosov diffeomorphism.
Thus, π∗µ is the Lebesgue measure. In particular, µ(∂M) = 0. Property (8) ensures

that the restriction of each iterate f j
∗ν

u
l,x to every Mi is a linear combination of

reference measures. Then the same is true for each µn |Mi
. Property (7) means

that all these reference measures inside each Mi are the same up to cs-holonomy.
It follows that for any accumulation point µ̂i of the sequence µn |Mi

, its conditional
probabilities are also given by the reference measure. The fact that µ(∂Mi) = 0
also implies that µ̂i coincides with the restriction of µ to Mi. This proves the
claim. �

4.2. Maps with ν-mostly contracting center. In the remainder of this section,
the diffeomorphism f :M →M is assumed to be as in Theorem A. First, we prove:

Proposition 4.2. f has c-mostly contracting center if and only if all center-stable

Lyapunov exponents of every ergodic c-Gibbs u-state of f are negative.

Proof. The ’only if’ statement is easy. Indeed, suppose that f has c-mostly con-
tracting center, and let µ be any ergodic c-Gibbs u-state. The definition of c-mostly
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contracting center implies that the center-stable Lyapunov exponents are negative
on positive νux -measure subsets of every strong-unstable manifold. Since the con-
ditional probabilities µu

i,x of µ are given by the reference measures, it follows that
the center-stable Lyapunov exponents are negative on a positive µ-measure subset
and, thus, µ-almost everywhere.

Now suppose that the center-stable Lyapunov exponents of every ergodic c-Gibbs
u-state are negative. Take any i and any x ∈ Mi. By part (3) of Proposition 4.1,
there exists a sequence (nm)m → ∞ such that

µnm
=

1

nm

nm−1
∑

0

f l
∗ν

u
i,x

converges to a c-Gibbs u-state µ. Since the ergodic components of µ are also c-
Gibbs u-states, our assumptions imply that the center-stable Lyapunov exponents
are negative at µ-almost point. Then it follows from [ABC05, Theorem 3.11] that
µ-almost every point has a Pesin local stable manifold with dimension equal to
dimEcs.

We also know from Corollary 3.7 that µ(∂M) = 0. So, keeping in mind that the
conditional probabilities of µ with respect to the partition ξuj on each Mj coincide
with the reference measures, we can find j, z ∈ suppµ in the interior of Mj , ε > 0,
and a positive νuj,z-measure set Γ ⊂ ξuj,z such that every y ∈ Γ has a Pesin local
stable manifold of size greater than ε. Observe that the holonomy of the Pesin
stable lamination coincides with the center-stable holonomy, and so it preserves the
reference measures.

Property (8) ensures that the restriction of µnm
to Mj is a linear combination

of reference measures. Since z is in the support of µ = limk µnm
this linear com-

bination is not void, indeed there are iterates of ξui,x close to ξuj,z. In particular,
recalling property (7) we see that for every k sufficiently large there exists a positive
νui,x-measure subset of points y ∈ ξui,x such that f l(w) belongs to the Pesin local
stable manifold of some point in Γ for some l < nm. This implies that

lim
1

n
log ‖Dfn |Ecs

w
‖ < 0.

Since i and x are arbitrary, this proves that f has c-mostly contracting center. �

Corollary 4.3. If f has c-mostly contracting center then every ξui,x, i ∈ {1, . . . , k}
and x ∈ Mi, has a positive νui,x-measure subset of points contained in the basin of

some ergodic c-Gibbs u-state.

Proof. In the second part of the proof of Proposition 4.2, consider an ergodic com-
ponent µ̃ of µ which is a c-Gibbs u-state (recall part (1) of Proposition 4.1), we can
take Γ to consist of points y in the basin of µ̃, that is, such that

1

n

nm−1
∑

l=0

δf l(y) → µ̃.

Then, clearly, the Pesin local stable manifold W s(y) of every y ∈ Γ is contained in
the basin of µ̃. Thus, the argument in the proof of the proposition also proves that
for every k sufficiently large there exists a positive νui,x-measure subset of points
y ∈ ξui,x which are in the basin of µ̃. �

4.3. Proof of Theorem C. This will consist of several auxiliary lemmas:

Lemma 4.4. There are finitely many ergodic c-Gibbs u-states for f .
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Proof. Let µn, n ≥ 1 be any sequence of ergodic c-Gibbs u-states. By compactness
(Proposition 4.1), it is no restriction to assume that (µn)n converges to some c-
Gibbs u-state µ. By Corollary 3.7, the boundary set ∂M has zero µ-measure.
Then we can find x ∈ supµ in the interior of some Mi. By Corollary 4.3, there
is a positive νui,x-measure set Γi,x formed by points which have Pesin local stable
manifolds and belong to the basin of some ergodic c-Gibbs u-state µ̃. Then all
nearby plaques ξui,y intersect the local stable manifolds through Γi,x on positive νui,y-
measure subsets. That is because the projections along the local stable manifolds
correspond to the center-stable holonomies of f , as we observed previously, and the
center-stable holonomies preserve the references measures, according to (7). Since
the µn converge to µ, their supports must accumulate on ξui,x. Keeping in mind that
these are all c-Gibbs u-states, that is, that their conditional measures relative to the
partition ξui are given by the reference measures, it follows that these intersections
have positive µn-measure for every large n. By ergodicity, this implies that µn = µ̃
for every large n. Thus the family of ergodic c-Gibbs u-states is finite after all. �

Lemma 4.5. The supports of distinct ergodic c-Gibbs u-states are pairwise disjoint.

Proof. Let µ1 and µ2 be ergodic c-Gibbs u-states, and suppose that their supports
intersect at some point x. Consider any i ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that x ∈ Mi. By
Corollary 3.7, there exists a positive νui,x-measure subset Γi,x of ξui,x consisting of
points with Pesin local stable manifolds inside the basin of some ergodic c-Gibbs
u-state µ̃i.

Since there are finitely many Markov elements, we can fix i such that the support
of µ1 accumulates on x insideMi, meaning that, every relative neighborhood of x in
Mi has positive µ1-measure. Since the support is u-saturated, and the conditional
probabilities are given by the reference measures νui,y, which are preserved by the
center-stable holonomies, it follows that there exists a positive µ1-measure set Γ1

consisting of points in Pesin stable manifolds through points of Γi,x. Then Γ1 is
contained in the basin of µ̃i which, by the ergodicity of µ1, implies that µ1 = µ̃i.

If x is in the interior of Mi then the support of µ2 also accumulates on it inside
Mi. Then the same argument proves that µ2 = µ̃i, which yields the conclusion of
the lemma. In general, we argue as follows. Since Γi,x has positive νui,x-measure,
the support

supp
(

νui,x |Γi,x

)

is a subset of ξui (x) with positive νui,x-measure. Thus, using also Remark 2.3, we may
find y in this support but not in ∂sM. In other words, there exists a neighborhood
Uy of y inside the strong-unstable leaf such that Uy ∩Γi,x has positive νui,x-measure

in ξui (x), and Uy is contained in ξuj (y) for any j such that Mj contains y. Since
the support of µ2 accumulates on y, and the Markov partition is finite, there must
exist j such that µ2 accumulates on y inside Mj . By Remark 2.2, the set Uy ∩Γi,x

has positive νuj,y-measure in ξuj (y). Keep in mind that all its points have Pesin local
stable manifolds inside the basin of µ̃i. Thus, since the support of µ2 accumulates
on ξuj (y) inside Mj , the same argument as before gives that µ2 = µ̃i. This proves
that µ1 = µ2. �

Corollary 4.6. If µ and µ0 are c-Gibbs u-states such that µ0 is ergodic and

suppµ ⊂ suppµ0 then µ = µ0.

Proof. Using Proposition 4.1(1), the ergodic components of µ are (ergodic) c-Gibbs
u-states, supported inside suppµ0. By Lemma 4.5, this implies that all the ergodic
components coincide with µ0, and so µ = µ0. �

An invariant probability measure µ of a diffeomorphism f : M → M is said to
be hyperbolic if the Lyapunov exponents of f are non-zero at µ-almost every point.
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We denote by Os and Ou denote the sums of the the Oseledets subbundles (defined
µ-almost everywhere) associated to the negative and positive Lyapunov exponents,
respectively. We will need the following C1 version of the shadowing lemma of
Katok [Kat80]:

Lemma 4.7. Let f :M → M be a C1 diffeomorphism and µ be an ergodic hyper-

bolic probability measure. Assume that the Oseledets splitting Os ⊕Ou extends to a

dominated splitting of the tangent bundle over the support of µ. Then µ is the weak∗

limit of a sequence of invariant measures µn supported on the orbits of hyperbolic

periodic points pn such that the sequence (pn)n converges to suppµ, each pn has

dimOs contracting eigenvalues, and their stable manifolds have uniform size.

This is part of a more detailed result which was proved in [Yan08]. Since that pa-
per will not be published, we reproduce the proof in the appendix (see Section A.1).

Lemma 4.8. Let µ be an ergodic c-Gibbs u-state of f . Then there is a hyperbolic

periodic orbit Orb(p) contained in suppµ and having exactly dimEcs contracting

eigenvalues. Moreover, the union of the strong-unstable leaves through the points

of Orb(p) is dense in suppµ.

Proof. By Proposition 4.2, the center-stable Lyapunov exponents of µ are all neg-
ative, and that implies that µ is a hyperbolic measure. Using Lemma 4.7, we find
a sequence of hyperbolic periodic points pn with dimEcs contracting eigenvalues,
and stable manifolds of uniform size, converging to some point x ∈ suppµ. In
particular, for every large n the stable manifold of pn intersects the strong-unstable
leaf of x. By Proposition 4.1(2), it follows that the stable manifold of pn intersects
suppµ. Since the support is invariant and closed, it follows that pn ∈ suppµ for
every large n. This gives the first part of the claim.

Proposition 4.1(2) also gives that the strong-unstable leaves through the points
of Orb(p) are contained in suppµ. To prove that their union Fuu(Orb(p)) is dense
in the support, fix i such that p ∈ Mi and then consider any accumulation point µ̃
of the sequence

1

n

n−1
∑

j=0

f j
∗ν

u
i,p.

It is clear that the support of µ̃ is contained in the closure of the Fuu(Orb(p)).
Also, by Proposition 4.1, µ̃ is a c-Gibbs u-state, and so is almost every ergodic
component of it. Let µ̄ be any ergodic component with supp µ̄. It is no restriction
to assume that supp µ̄ is contained in supp µ̃ which is itself contained in suppµ.
Since the supports of ergodic c-Gibbs u-states are disjoint (Lemma 4.5), it follows
that µ̄ = µ. Then, as the ergodic component is arbitrary, we get that µ̃ = µ, which
proves the second part of the claim. �

Lemma 4.9. The support of every ergodic c-Gibbs u-state µ has finitely many

connected components, and each of them is u-minimal. Moreover, for any hyperbolic

periodic point p in the support and having exactly dimEcs contracting eigenvalues,

suppµ coincides with the closure of the unstable manifold of Orb(p), which is also

equal to the homoclinic class of p.

Proof. Let p ∈ suppµ be as in the statement. We already know, from Proposi-
tion 4.1(2), that suppµ is u-saturated. Let F = fπ(p) where π(p) denotes the
period of p. It is clear that M is also a Markov partition for F , and thus the two
maps f and F have the same reference measures. Since the inequality (2) is clearly
inherited by iterates, it follows that F has c-mostly contracting center. Since µ is
ergodic for f , its ergodic decomposition for the iterate F has the form

(28) µ =
1

l

(

µ0 + · · ·+ f l−1
∗ µ0

)

,
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where l is some divisor of π(p), and µ0 is an ergodic invariant measure for f l.

Applying Lemma 4.5 to F , we get that the supports supp(f j
∗µ0), j = 0, . . . , l − 1

are pairwise disjoint. It is no restriction to assume that p ∈ suppµ0. Let x be any
point in suppµ0 and i = 1, . . . , k such that x ∈ Mi. Arguing as in the second part
of the proof of Lemma 4.8, with x in the place of p, we get that

1

n

n−1
∑

j=0

F j
∗ν

u
i,x converges to µ0 as n→ ∞.

This proves that the orbit ∪n≥0F
n(Fuu(x)) of the strong-unstable leaf through x

is dense in suppµ0.
In particular, noting that p is fixed point for F , the leaf Fuu(p) is dense in

suppµ0. Hence, the support of µ0 is connected. This implies that the connected
components of suppµ are precisely the supp(f j

∗µ0), j = 0, . . . , l − 1. In particular,
they are finitely many. To finish the proof we must deduce that each of these
supports is u-minimal, and for that it suffices to check that every strong-unstable
leaf Fuu(x) is dense in suppµ0.

Since the orbit of Fuu(x) is dense, by the first paragraph of the proof, there exists
nx ≥ 1 such that Fnx(Fuu(x)) intersects (transversely) the stable manifold W s(p).
Since the latter is a fixed set, we get that Fuu(x) itself intersectsW s(p) transversely.
Let V s

N (p), N ≥ 1 be an increasing sequence of open, relatively compact neighbor-
hoods of p inside its stable manifold whose union is the whole W s(p). For each
N ≥ 1, the set of points x ∈ suppµ0 whose strong-unstable leaf intersects V s

N (p)
transversely is an open subset of the support. Thus, by compactness of suppµ0,
one may find N ≥ 1 such that Fuu(x) intersects V s

N (p) for every x ∈ suppµ0.
Applying this conclusion to the backward iterates Fuu(F−n(x)), n ≥ 1, and using
the inclination lemma (see [PdM82, Lemma II.7.1]), we conclude that the closure
of Fuu(x) contains the unstable manifold Wu(p) = Fuu(p). Therefore, Fuu(x) is
dense in the support of µ0, we wanted to prove.

It is clear that the homoclinic class of p is contained in the closure of the unstable
manifold of Orb(p) which, by u-minimality coincides with the support of µ. Thus, to
prove the last part of the lemma, we only need to show that the unstable manifold
of every iterate of p is contained in the homoclinic class. Let x be a point in
the unstable manifold Wu(f i(p)) of any iterate f i(p), and U be an arbitrarily
small neighborhood of x inside Wu(f i(p)). By u-minimality and the fact that F is
expanding along unstable manifolds, there exists n ≥ 1 such that Fn(U) meets the
local stable manifold of p transversely, which means that Fn(U) contains a point
in the homoclinic class. It follows that x is in the homoclinic class, since this is an
invariant closed set. �

Lemma 4.10. Let µ1, . . . , µm be the set of ergodic c-Gibbs u-states of f and, for

each i, let pi be a hyperbolic periodic point in suppµi as in Lemma 4.8. Then

{p1, . . . , pm} is a skeleton for f .

Proof. By Lemma 4.8, the union of the strong-unstable leaves Fuu(fn(pi)) =
W s(fn(pi)) through the points of Orb(pi) is dense in suppµi, for each i. By
Lemma 4.5, the supports suppµi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m are pairwise disjoint. Thus, in
view of the inclination lemma,

W s(Orb(pi)) ∩W
u(Orb(pj)) = ∅

whenever i 6= j. This gives condition (c) in the definition of a skeleton. Condition
(a) is clear from the choice of the pi.

Thus, to finish proving that {p1, . . . , pm} is a skeleton we only have to prove
condition (b), that is, that that every strong-unstable leaf Fuu(x) has a transverse
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with W s(Orb(pi)) for some i. Given x, fix l = 1, . . . , k such that x ∈ Ml, and let
µ be any accumulation point of the sequence

1

n

n−1
∑

i=0

f i
∗ν

u
l,x.

By Proposition 4.1, this is a c-Gibbs u-state, and so are its ergodic components.
Thus µ may be written as

µ =
m
∑

s=1

asµs.

It is no restriction to assume that a1 6= 0. Using the fact that p1 ∈ suppµ1, we
conclude that there for any r > 0 there exists n arbitrarily large large such that

(

fn
∗ ν

u
l,x

)

(Br(p1)) > 0.

This implies that fn(Fuu
loc(x)) intersects Br(p1), for any r > 0. taking r > 0

sufficiently small, this guarantees that fn(Fuu
loc(x)) has a transverse intersection

with W s(Orb(p1)). Since W s(Orb(p1)) is an invariant set, it follows that Fuu
loc(x)

itself has a transverse intersection with W s(Orb(p1)). �

Theorem C is contained in Lemmas 4.4 to 4.10.

5. Openess of c-mostly contracting center

Next we prove that the property of having c-mostly contracting center is open
among partially hyperbolic differmorphisms which factor to a given Anosov auto-
morphism. This fact will be needed in Section 9.

Proposition 5.1. Let f :M →M be a C1 partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism on

a compact manifold M . Suppose there is a C1-neighborhood U of f such that all

diffeomorphisms in U factor over the same Anosov automorphism A : Td → T
d. If

f has c-mostly contracting center then any diffeomorphism g which is sufficiently

C1-close to f also has c-mostly contracting center.

Proof. Let (fn)n be a sequence of diffeomorphisms converging to f in the C1 topol-
ogy. We want to prove that fn has c-mostly contracting center for every large n. For
this, by Proposition 4.2, we only need to show that the center Lyapunov exponents
for any ergodic c-Gibbs u-state of fn are all negative, if n is large enough.

Consider any g ∈ U . By Lemma 3.1, its topological u-entropy h(g,Fuu) is equal
to the topological entropy h(A) of A. Recall that (Hu, Wu, Zhu [HWZ]) the set
MMu(g) of measures of maximal u-entropy is non-empty, convex and compact,
and its extreme points are ergodic measures. By Theorem B, MMu(g) coincides
with the space of c-Gibbs u-states, for any g ∈ U . Thus, denoting by Fuu

g the
strong-unstable foliation of g,

hµ(g,F
uu
g ) ≤ h(A)

for any invariant probability µ of g, and the identity holds if and only if µ is a
c-Gibbs u-state.

Let (µn)n be a sequence of probability measures such that each µn is fn-invariant
and the weak∗ limit µ = limn µn exists. Then µ is f -invariant and, by Yang [Yan],

lim sup
n

hµn
(fn,F

uu
fn ) ≤ hµ(f,F

uu
f ).

Together with the previous paragraph, this implies that

(29) lim sup
n

Gibbsuc (fn) ⊂ Gibbsuc (f).
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Lemma 5.2. A diffeomorphism g ∈ U has c-mostly contracting center if and only

if there are m ≥ 1 and a < 0 such that

1

m

∫

M

log ‖Dgm |Ecs
g

‖ dµ < a for any ergodic c-Gibbs u-state µ of g.

Let us assume this fact for a while, and use it deduce the proof of the propo-
sition from it. Since Gibbsuc (f) is weak∗-compact, Lemma 5.2, together with the
assumption that f has c-mostly contracting center, implies that there are m ≥ 1
and a < 0 such that

1

m

∫

M

log ‖Dfm |Ecs
f

‖ dµ < a for every µ ∈ Gibbsuc (f).

Then, using (29) and the fact that the center-stable bundle Ecs depends continu-
ously on the diffeomorphism,

1

m

∫

M

log ‖Dfm
n |Ecs

fn
‖ dµn <

a

2
for any µn ∈ Gibbsuc (f) and any large n ≥ 1.

Invoking Lemma 5.2 once more, we see fn does have c-mostly contracting center
for every large n. This reduces the proof of Proposition 5.1 to proving the previous
lemma:

Proof of Lemma 5.2. Let g have c-mostly contracting center. By Proposition 4.2,
the center Lyapunov exponents of any ergodic c-Gibbs u-state µ of g are all negative.
So, for any µ, there are mµ ≥ 1 and aµ < 0 such that

1

mµ

∫

M

log ‖Dgmµ |Ecs ‖ dµ < aµ

Observe that the inequality remains true for any probability measure in an open
neighborhood of µ. Thus, by compactness, we may take m = mµ and a = aµ
independent of µ. This proves the ‘only if’ part of the statement.

To prove the converse, assume there are m ≥ 1 and a < 0 such that

1

m

∫

M

log ‖Dgm |Ecs ‖ dµ < a.

for any ergodic c-Gibbs u state µ of g. According to the theorem of Oseledets, the
largest center center-stable Lyapunov exponent coincides with

lim
n

1

nm

∫

M

log ‖Dgnm |Ecs ‖ dµ

which, by subadditivity, is bounded above by

1

m

∫

M

log ‖Dgm |Ecs ‖ dµ < a < 0.

This shows that the center Lyapunov exponents of any c-Gibbs u-state are negative.
By Proposition 4.2, it follows that g has c-mostly contracting center. �

The proof of Proposition 5.1 is complete. �

6. T
3 diffeomorphisms derived from Anosov

In the remaining of the paper we exhibit several examples of partially hyperbolic,
dynamically coherent diffeomorphisms satisfying all the assumptions of Theorem A,
that is, factoring over Anosov and having c-mostly contracting center.

For the first type of example, let A be a linear Anosov diffeomorphism on three
dimensional torus, with three positive eigenvalues 0 < κ1 < κ2 < 1 < κ3, and
denote by E1, E2, E3 the corresponding eigenspaces. We are going to view A as a
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partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism of T3 with Ess
A = E1, Ec

A = E2, Euu
A = E3,

and Ecs = E1 ⊕ E2.
We denote D(A) the space of C1 partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms f : T3 →

T
3 in the isotopy of A, which we call derived from Anosov. This terminology goes

back Smale [Sma67], for 2-dimensional maps. Partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms
derived from Anosov were first studied by Mañé [Mañ78]. It is has been shown by
Ures [Ure12], and Viana, Yang [VY17, Theorem 3.6] that every f ∈ D(A) admits
a unique measure of maximal entropy.

Proposition 6.1. Every f ∈ D(A) is dynamically coherent, factors over Anosov,

and has c-mostly contracting center. Hence it satisfies the conclusions of Theo-

rem A.

Furthermore, every f ∈ D(A) has a unique measure of maximal u-entropy, and
it coincides with the measure µf of maximal entropy. Moreover, its support is

connected.

Proof. Dynamical coherence was proven by Potrie [Pot15, Theorem A.1]. Moreover,
Franks [Fra70] proved that there exists a continuous surjective map π : T3 → T

3

such that π ◦ f = A ◦ π. This gives condition (H1). Corollary 7.7 and Remark 7.8
in Potrie [Pot15] give that the semiconjugacy π maps each strong-unstable leaf of
f to an unstable leaf of A, as required in condition (H2). Finally, Potrie [Pot15,
Theorem 7.10] also proved that the corresponding statement for center-stable leaves,
as in condition (H3).

At this point f is known to satisfy all the assumptions of Theorem B and thus
of Lemma 3.1. According to that lemma, for any c-Gibbs u-state µ,

hµ(f) ≥ hµ(f,F
uu) = htop(A) = log k3.

We also know, from Viana, Yang [VY17, Theorem 3.6], that the push-forward map
π∗ preserves the entropy, and is a bijection restricted to the subsets of invariant
ergodic probability measures with entropy larger than | log k1|. These facts imply
that hπ∗µ(A) = htop(A), and so π∗µ coincides with the (unique) measure of maximal
entropy of A, namely, the Lebesgue measure ν on T

3. By the injectivity of π∗, it
also follows that µ is the unique measure of maximal entropy of f , and the unique
c-Gibbs u-state. We denote this measure by µf to highlight show its dependence
on the diffeomorphism.

It remains to show that the center Lyapunov exponent of µf is negative. In fact,
we claim that

(30) λc(µf ) ≤ log k2 < 0.

This was proved by Ures [Ure12, Theorem 5.1] in the special case of C2 partially
hyperbolic diffeomorphisms. In fact, he used the stronger, so-called absolute, ver-
sion of partially hyperbolicity, whereas here we always refer to the more general
pointwise version. However, the only step where absolute partial hyperbolicity is
used in his argument is for proving that the unstable foliation is quasi-isometric,
and that has has been proved to hold in the general pointwise case, by Hammer-
lindl, Potrie [HP14, Section 3]. Thus, in order to finish the proof of (30) we only
have to remove the C2 restriction.

For any C1 element f ∈ D(A), consider a sequence of C2 diffeomorphisms fn ∈
D(A) converging to f in the C1 topology. Let µn denote the measure of maximal
entropy of each fn. We claim that (µn)n converges to µf . To prove this, let µ̃
be any accumulation point. Since these diffeomorphisms are away from homoclinic
tangencies, it follows from Liao, Viana, Yang [LVY13] that the entropy varies upper
semi-continuously:

hµ̃(f) ≥ lim sup
n

hµn
(fn) = htop(A).
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Thus, by our previous arguments, (πf )∗(µ̃) is the Lebesgue measure on T
3, and µ̃ is

the unique maximal measure of f . This proves the claim. Now, as the center bundle
is one-dimensional, it follows that λc(µn) → λc(µf ). Since we already know that
λc(µn) ≤ log k2 for every n, this completes the proof of (30) and of the proposition.

Let l ≥ 1 be the number of connected components of the support of µf . Then,
as in (28), the map f l has l measures of maximal u-entropy. On the other hand,
it is clear that f l ∈ D(Al), and so we may apply the previous arguments to it.
In particular, we get that f l has a unique measure of maximal u-entropy. Thus
l = 1. �

7. Partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms with circle fiber bundle

In this section, we consider diffeomorphisms in the set SPH1(M) of C2 partially
hyperbolic, accessible, dynamically coherent diffeomorphisms with 1-dimensional
center such that the center foliation Fc forms a circle bundle, and the quotient space
Mc =M/Fc is a topological torus. This class of dynamical systems was studied pre-
viously by Ures, Viana, Yang [UVY] and Hertz, Hertz, Tazhibi, Ures [RHRHTU12].

Recall that a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism is accessible if any two points
x, y may be joined by a curve formed by finitely many arcs each of which is
tangent to either the strong-stable subbundle Es or the strong-unstable bundle
Eu. Accessibility is known to be a C1 open and Cr (r ≥ 1) dense property
for the partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms with 1-dimensional center direction
(see [BRHRH+08, Did03]).

Proposition 7.1. Every f ∈ SPH1(M) factors over Anosov.

Proof. Let fc denote the map induced by any given f ∈ SPH1(M) on the quotient
spaceMc =M/Fc, and let π : M →Mc be the canonical quotient map. Then π is a
semi-conjugacy from f to fc. Moreover, fc is a topological Anosov homeomorphism,
that is, a globally hyperbolic homeomorphism, in the sense of [Via08, Section 1.3]
or [VY13, Section 2.2]. By a result of Hiraide [Hir89], the map fc is conjugate to
a linear Anosov torus diffeomorphism A. Up to replacing π with its composition
with this conjugacy, if necessary, it is no restriction to suppose that fc = A. We do
so from now on. This gives condition (H1).

As before, let Fc, Fss, Fuu and Fcs denote, respectively, the center, strong-
stable, strong-unstable and center-stable foliations of f . We claim that every center
leaf Fc(x) intersects the strong-stable leaf Fss(x) only once. Indeed, suppose that
there exists another point y in the intersection. The distance between fn(x) and
fn(y) along the strong-stable leaf decreases exponentially. Then, clearly, the same
is true for the distance in the ambient manifold. Since fn(x) and fn(y) belong to
the same center leaf, and the center leaves are a continuous family of C1 embedded
circles, this can only happen if the distance between the points along the center
leaf also decreases at the same rate. That is impossible because, by domination,
the contraction rates along center leaves are strictly weaker than along strong-
stable leaves. This contradiction proves the claim. It follows that, under the map
π : M → T

d, the center-stable leaf Fcs(x) projects down to the stable manifold of
π(x) for the linear automorphism A. Analogously, the strong-unstable leaf Fuu(x)
projects down to the unstable manifold of π(x) for A. Thus conditions (H2) and
(H3) are also proved. �

Remark 7.2. The C2 condition in the definition of SPH1(M) was not used at all in
the proof of the proposition. Thus, the conclusion that f factors over Anosov holds
for every C1 diffeomorphism that satisfies the other conditions in the definition.

Next, we discuss the c-mostly contracting center condition for this class of maps.
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We begin by noting that, since each π−1(xc), xc ∈ Mc is a circle with uni-
formly bounded length, and f acts by homeomorphisms on those circles, the pro-
jection π preserves the topological entropy, and so htop(f) = htop(A). Thus, using
Lemma 3.1, we get that every c-Gibbs u-state µ is a measure of maximal entropy
for any f ∈ SPH1(M):

hµ(f) ≥ hµ(f,F
uu) = htop(A) = htop(f).

This also proves that any measure of maximal u-entropy measure is also a measure
of maximal entropy.

Let us also recall the dichotomy proved in [RHRHTU12]: for any f ∈ SPH1,

(a) either f is conjugate to a rotation extension of an Anosov diffeomorphism,
in which case it has a unique measure of maximal entropy, and this measure
has full support and vanishing center exponent;

(b) or f admits some hyperbolic periodiC point, and has finitely many ergodic
measures of maximal entropy, all of which have non-vanishing center expo-
nent.

In case (a), the previous discussion implies that there is a unique measure of
maximal u-entropy, which coincides with the unique measure of maximal u-entropy.
The next proposition deals with the other case:

Proposition 7.3. If f ∈ SPH1(M) has some hyperbolic periodic point then, then it

has c-mostly contracting center. Moreover, an ergodic measure of f is a maximal u
entropy measure if and only if it is an ergodic maximal measure of f with negative

center exponent.

Proof. This now follows directly from [UVY, Lemma 5.1], here it was proved that
the space of c-Gibbs u-states (called ν-Gibbs u-states and denoted as Gibbu

ν (f) in
that paper) coincides with the the finite-dimensional simplex (denoted as MM−(f)
in that paper) generated by the ergodic measures of maximal entropy and negative
center Lyapunov exponent. �

Observe that although this construction is done in the C2 category, it follows
from Proposition 5.1 that the conclusion remains true in a whole C1-neighborhood.

It is also worth mentioning the special case of partially hyperbolic diffeomor-
phisms on 3-dimensional nilmanifolds M other than T

3, which were also studied in
[UVY]. It was proved by Hammerlindl, Potrie [HP14, Propositions 1.9 and 6.4] that
any such diffeomorphism is in SPH1(M) and, in addition, admits a unique com-
pact, invariant, u-minimal subset. Thus, on 3-nilmanifolds the measure of maximal
u-entropy is always unique, and its support is necessarily connected (even in case
(b) above).

8. Partially volume expanding topological solenoids

Our next family of examples, which is a variation of the the classical solenoid con-
struction of Smale [Sma67], was studied previously by Bonatti, Li, D. Yang [BLY13]
and Gan, Li, Viana, J. Yang [GLVY]. Formally speaking, these are just embeddings,
rather than diffeomorphisms, and so our previous results do not apply immediately
to them. However, it is clear that the arguments we presented previously extend
to the embedding setting, and these applications are worthwhile mentioning here.
Indeed, these examples may exhibit homoclinic tangencies and infinitely many co-
existing sources (see [BLY13]), which was not the case in Sections 6 and 7. The
reason this is now possible is that these examples exhibit no domination inside the
center-stable bundle.
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Let D be the 2-dimensional disk. By a Smale solenoid we mean an embedding
g0 :M →M of the solid torus M = S1 ×D of the form

g0(θ, x) = (kθ mod 1, ax+ b(θ)),

where k ≥ 3 and a ∈ (k−1, 1) are independent of θ, and b : S1 → D is a suitable
C1 map.

Now consider any C1 embedding f0 :M →M of the form

(31) f0(θ, x) = (kθ mod 1, hθ(x))

here hθ is such that ‖Dhθ‖ and ‖Dh−1
θ ‖ are both strictly less than k at every point.

For every embedding f : M → M in a C1 neighborhood of f0, we denote by Λ(f)
the maximal invariant set, that is, Λ(f) = ∩n>0f

n(M). The definition implies that
Λ(f) is a u-saturated set.

While the Smale solenoid was introduced as a model for uniformly hyperbolic
dynamics, it is clearly possible to pick f0 satisfying these assumptions in such a way
that Λ(f0) is not a uniformly hyperbolic set. On the other hand, it was shown in
[GLVY, Lemma 6.2] that Λ(f0) is a partially hyperbolic set for some iterate fN

0 (in
what follows we take N to be 1). Since partial hyperbolicity is a robust property, it
follows that Λ(f) is still partially hyperbolic for every f in a C1-neighborhood. In
addition, it follows from the stability theorem of Hirsch, Pugh, Shub [HPS77] that
f is dynamically coherent and, in fact, its center foliation is topologically conjugate
to the center foliation of f0, that is, to the vertical fibration {{θ} ×D : θ ∈ S1}.

Proposition 8.1. Every f in a C1 neighborhood of f0 factors over Anosov, re-

stricted to the maximal invariant set Λ(f).

Proof. First we deal with the case f = f0 and then we explain how the arguments
can be adapted to any C1-small perturbation.

Let πcs : M → S1 be the canonical projection the projection πcs(θ, x) = θ. For
each (θ, x) ∈ Λ(f0) and n ∈ Z, define θn = πcs(fn

0 (θ, x)). The sequence (θn)n∈Z is
an orbit for the circle map x → kx mod 1. Moreover, since g0 : Λ(g0) → Λ(g0) is
the natural extension of that map, there exists exactly one point y ∈ D such that
(θ, y) ∈ Λ(g0) and θn = πcs(gn0 (θ, y)) for every n ∈ Z.

Let π : Λ(f0) → Λ(g0) be the map π : (θ, x) = (θ, y) defined in this way. This
map π is continuous and surjective, and it is a semiconjugacy between f0 and g0.
Moreover, by construction, it maps each local center-stable “leaf” Λ(f0)∩({θ} ×D)
of f0 to the center-stable “leaf” Λ(g0)∩({θ} ×D) of g0. Thus we proved conditions
(H1) and (H3) for f = f0, in versions suitable for the present setting.

We are left to verifying condition (H2). Let (θ, x) and (θ′, x′) be any two points
of Λ(f0) in the same local unstable manifold. Let y′ be the point of D such that
π(θ′, x′) = (θ′, y′). For every n < 0, the points fn

0 (θ, x) and f
n
0 (θ

′, x′) are contained
in a cylinder In × D, where In is an interval whose length goes to zero when
n→ −∞. Since fn

0 (θ, x) and g
n
0 (θ, y) belong to the same vertical disk {θn}×D for

every n, and the same holds for fn
0 (θ

′, x′) and gn0 (θ
′, y′), we conclude that gn0 (θ, y)

and gn0 (θ
′, y′) are also contained in the cylinder In×D. This can only occur if (θ, y)

and (θ′, y′) belong to the same local strong-unstable leaf of g0. Thus, we proved
that π maps every strong-unstable leaf of f0 inside an strong-unstable leaf of g0, as
we wanted to prove.

Now let us extend this construction to a C1-neighborhood of f . The stabil-
ity theorem of [HPS77] gives that if f is C1-close to f0 then its center folia-
tion Fc

f is conjugate to the center foliation of f0 (that is, the vertical lamination
{

{θ} ×D : θ ∈ S1
}

) by a homeomorphism close to the identity. Let πcs
f : M →

M/Fc
f be the quotient map: the quotient space is a topological circle, and the
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induced quotient map fcs is conjugate to the circle map x 7→ kx mod 1 by some
homeomorphism ψ : M/Fc

f → S1.

For every (θ, x) ∈ Λ(f), consider the sequence (θfn)n on S1 defined by

θfn = ψ
(

πcs
f (fn(θ, x))

)

.

As previously, this sequence identifies a unique point (θ0, y) ∈ Λ(g0) such that

θn = πcs (gn0 (θ0, y)) for any n ∈ Z.

Let πf : Λ(f) → Λ(g0) be the map given by πf (θ, x) = (θ0, y). By the same
arguments as before, πf is a semiconjugacy between f |Λ(f) and g0 |Λ(g0), verifying
the conditions (H1), (H2), (H3). �

Following Gan, Li, Viana, Yang [GLVY], we say that a partially hyperbolic
diffeomorphism f :M → M is partially volume expanding if

(32) | detDf(x) |H | > 1

for any hyperplaneH of TxM that containsEuu(x). This is a C1 open property, and
a lower bound b > 1 for the Jacobian may be chosen uniformly on a neighborhood.

By [GLVY, Lemma 6.3], the map f0 above is partially volume expanding and,
thus, so is every f in a C1-neighborhood of f0. Let µ be an ergodic invariant
probability measure for f . We denote by λu(µ, f) its unstable Lyapunov exponent,
and by λc1(µ, f) ≤ λc2(µ, f) the two (strictly smaller) center Lyapunov exponents.
By [GLVY, formula (7)], partial volume expansion implies that there is a constant
c > 0, independent of f in a neighborhood of f0, such that

(33) λu(µ, f) + λc1(µ, f) > c > 0.

Proposition 8.2. Every embedding f in a C1-neighborhood of f0 has c-mostly

contracting center on the maximal invariant set Λ(f). Moreover, the space of c-
Gibbs u-states of f |Λ(f) coincides with the space of measures of maximal entropy.

Proof. Observe that the unstable Lyapunov exponent of f0 relative to any invariant
measure is equal to log k. Since Eu is 1-dimensional, this exponent varies contin-
uously with the diffeomorphism. In particular, there exists a neighborhood of f0
such that λu(·, f) > log k− c for any f in that neighborhood. Let µ be any ergodic
c-Gibbs u-state µ of f . Lemma 3.1 gives that

(34) hµ(f |Λ(f)) ≥ hµ(f |Λ(f),F
uu) = h(g0) = log k.

Combining this with (33), we find that

λc1(µ, f) > c− λu(µ, f) > − log k.

If λc2(µ, f) were non-negative then the Ruelle inequality (Ruelle [Rue78]) for f−1

would yield

hµ(f |Λ(f)) = hµ(f
−1 |Λ(f)) ≤ −λc1(µ, f) < log k,

and that would contradict (34). Thus λc2(µ, f) < 0 for any ergodic c-Gibbs u-state
µ, which means that f has c-mostly contracting center.

Let µmax be any ergodic measure of maximal entropy and µ be any ergodic
c-Gibbs u-state µ of f . Then

(35) hµmax
(f |Λ(f)) ≥ hµ(f |Λ(f)) ≥ log k.

By the previous argument, starting from (35) rather than (34), we get that both
center Lyapunov exponents of µmax are negative, and so µmax is a hyperbolic
measure. By Proposition A.4 and Lemma 3.1, it follows that

hµmax
(f |Λ(f)) = hµmax

(f |Λ(f),F
uu) ≤ log k.
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This has several consequences. To begin with, we get that µmax is a measure of
maximal u-entropy. In other words, we have shown that every ergodic measure of
maximal entropy is also a measure of maximal u-entropy. Since these are convex
spaces whose extreme points are ergodic measures, it follows that the space of
measures of maximal entropy is contained in the space of measures of maximal
u-entropy, which (by Theorem B) is known to coincide with the space of c-Gibbs
u-states. Another consequence of the previous argument is that the topological
entropy h(f |Λ(f)) = hµmax

(f |Λ(f)) is equal to log k. Hence, using Lemma 3.1, we
also get that every c-Gibbs u-state is a measure of maximal entropy. �

9. Measures of maximal u-entropy which are not of maximal entropy

The next examples are a modification of the construction in Section 8 the main
novel feature being that, for the first time in our list of examples, measures of
maximal u-entropy may fail to be of maximal entropy. This phenomenon cannot
occur in the setting of uniformly hyperbolic systems. These counterexamples are
constructed on certain horseshoes which arise from homoclinic tangencies taking
place inside suitable (periodic) center-stable leaves. The presence of such horseshoes
with large entropy is made possible, in part, by the fact that we no longer have
partial volume expansiveness, as we did in the previous section.

9.1. Modified topological solenoid. Fix k ≥ 3, α ∈ (0, π/2) and a ∈ (k−1, 1).
Let φ : D → int(D) be the embedding defined by

(36) φ(x) = a ◦Rα(x)

where Rα denotes the rotation of angle α about the origin.
Let Diff1

0(D, int(D)) be the space of orientation preserving C1-embeddings D →
int(D). Every element of this space is isotopic to φ. Plykin [Ply80] built a non-

empty open set P ⊂ Diff1
0(D, int(D)) such that for every φ ∈ P the chain recurrent

set consists of the union of a non-trivial uniformly hyperbolic attractor A(φ) with
a finite set of periodic sources. Consider any φ0 ∈ P such that A(φ0) contains a
fixed saddle-point p with eigenvalues ku > k and ks < 1/k such that kuks > 1. Let
(ψt)t∈[−1,1] be a smooth path in Diff1

0(D, int(D)) such that ψ0 = φ0 and ψt = φ for
every t close to the endpoints −1 and 1. Denote

K = max{‖Dψt(x)‖ : x ∈ D}.

Let β : S1 → S1 be a uniformly expanding map of degree k such that β̇(θ) > K for
every θ in a neighborhood [−ε0, ε0] of the fixed point 0, and let νβ be its (unique)
measure of maximal entropy. Since νβ has no atoms, we may find ε ∈ (0, ε0) and
c > 0 such that

(37) νβ([−ε, ε]) logK + νβ(S
1 \ [−ε, ε]) log a < −c < 0.

Let z /∈ [−ε, ε] be another fixed point of β, and b : S1 → D be a C1 map such that
b(0) = b(z) = 0. Define f1 :M →M by f1(θ, x) = (β(θ), hθ(x)) where

(38) hθ =

{

ψθ/ε + b(θ) for θ ∈ [−ε, ε]
φ+ b(θ) for θ /∈ [−ε, ε].

Observe that ‖Dhθ‖ = ‖Dψθ/ε‖ < K < β̇(θ) for θ ∈ [−ε, ε], and ‖Dhθ‖ = a <

1 < β̇(θ) for θ /∈ [−ε, ε]. Thus

‖Dhθ(·)‖ < β̇(θ) at every θ ∈ S1

which implies that f1 is partially hyperbolic on its maximal invariant set Λ(f1) The
center foliation is just that vertical fibration {{θ} ×D : θ ∈ S1}.

Then every embedding f : M → M in a C1 neighborhood of f1 is partially
hyperbolic on Λ(f) and, using the stability theorem of [HPS77], is dynamically
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coherent. Now, precisely as in Proposition 8.1, we get that f |Λ(f) is semiconjugate
to the classical Smale solenoid g0 : M → M (condition (H1)), by a semiconjugacy
that maps each strong-unstable leaf of f inside Λ(f) to a strong-unstable leaf of g0
inside Λ(g0) (condition (H2)), and each center-stable “leaf” Λ(f) ∩ Fcs

loc(·) of f to
a center-stable “leaf” Λ(g0) ∩ ({θ} ×D) of g0 (condition (H3)).

9.2. c-mostly contracting center. Next we prove that f1 has c-mostly contract-
ing center. In view of Proposition 5.1, it follows that the same is true for every
diffeomorphism f in a C1-neighborhood.

Let πcs : M → S1 denote the projection to the first coordinate. Recall that
νβ denotes the measure of maximal entropy of β : S1 → S1. Since β is uniformly
expanding of degree k, it is conjugate to the map x 7→ kx mod 1 by some homeo-
morphism πβ : S1 → S1.

Lemma 9.1. (πcs)∗µ = νβ for any c-Gibbs u-state µ of f1.

Proof. By properties (H1) and (H3) for f1, there exists a semiconjugacy πf1 between
f1 |Λ(f1) to g |Λ(g) such that

(39) πβ ◦ πcs = πcs ◦ πf1 .

By Theorem B, (πf1)∗µ is the (unique) measure of maximal entropy of g0, and so
(πcs ◦ πf1 )∗µ is the measure of maximal entropy of x 7→ kx mod 1, that is, the
Lebesgue measure on S1. By (39), it follows that (πβ ◦ πcs)∗µ is the Lebesgue
measure on S1, that is, (πcs)∗µ is the measure νβ of maximal entropy of β. �

Lemma 9.2. The map f1 :M →M has c-mostly contracting center on the maxi-

mal invariant set Λ(f1).

Proof. The definition (38) gives that

‖Df1 |Ecs ‖ = ‖Dhθ‖ < K, for θ ∈ [−ε, ε], and

‖Df1 |Ecs ‖ = ‖Dφ‖ = a for θ /∈ [−ε, ε].

Thus, using (37),

∫

S1

log

(

sup
{θ}×D

log ‖Df1 |Ecs ‖

)

dνβ(θ) ≤ Kν([−ε, ε]) + aν(S1 \ [−ε, ε]) < 0.

By Lemma 9.1, this implies that
∫

M log ‖Df1 |Ecs ‖ dµ < 0 for any ergodic c-Gibbs
u-state µ of f1. �

Recall that z /∈ [−ε, ε] is a fixed point of the map β. It follows from the con-
struction that (z, 0) is a fixed point of f1 with exactly 2 = dimEcs contracting
eigenvalues. Let q(f) denote its hyperbolic continuation for nearby maps f . Then
{q(f)} is a skeleton for f |Λ(f), and so Theorem C yields:

Corollary 9.3. Every f in a C1 neighborhood of f1 admits a unique c-Gibbs u-
state µf , whose support coincides with the homoclinic class of q(f), and also with

the closure of Wu(q(f)).

By Theorem B, we have that µf is the unique measure of maximal u-entropy.
By Proposition A.4, the entropy and the u-entropy of µf are equal. Then, by
Lemma 3.1, they also coincinde with the topological entropy of the solenoid g0 |Λ(g0),
which is equal to log k. In the remainder of this section, we are going to prove that

(40) log k < h(f |suppµf
),

and so µf is not a measure of maximal entropy, for typical maps f in the neighbor-
hood of f1.
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In a nutshell, we are going to identify a suitable periodic point r(f) close to the
hyperbolic continuation p(f) of the fixed point (0, p), and to show that r(f) exhibits
homoclinic tangencies. The proof of the latter uses the fact that the homoclinic
class of p(f) generically coincides with the homoclinic class of the other fixed point
q(f). This is important because, unlike q(f), the fixed point p(f) has a domination
property along the center-stable which prevents the existence of homoclinic tan-
gencies. Then a result of Newhouse [New78] allows us to deduce that the unfolding
of such tangencies generates (small) uniformly hyperbolic sets with large entropy.
The estimates involve the eigenvalues of the periodic point r(f), which we choose
close to those of p(f).

9.3. Chain recurrence classes and homoclinic classes. To implement this
approach, we start by recalling the notion of chain recurrent class. See [BDV05,
Chapter 10] for more information.

A point x ∈ M is chain recurrent if for any ε > 0 there exists a finite ε-pseudo
orbit (with at least two points) starting and ending at x. Two chain recurrent
points x and y are chain recurrent equivalent if for any ε > 0 there exists a finite
closed ε-pseudo orbit containing both of them. This is an equivalence relation, and
its equivalence classes are called chain recurrent classes.

Lemma 9.4. For any embedding f :M →M in a C1-neighborhood of f1, the fixed

points p(f) and q(f) belong to the same chain recurrent class.

Proof. By construction, every strong-unstable leaf inside Λ(f) intersects every
center-stable leaf. In particular, Fuu(p(f)) intersectsFcs(q(f)). Recall that q(f1) =
(z, 0) has two contracting eigenvalues in the center-stable direction. Thus, our con-
struction also gives that Fcs(q(f)) is contained in the stable manifold W s(q(f)),
as long as f is close enough to f1. Thus, there is a heteroclinic intersection from
p(f) to q(f) and, in particular, for any ε > 0 there is an ε-pseudo orbit from p(f)
to q(f).

It is also true that Fuu(q(f)) intersects Fcs(p(f)) at some point w, but we cannot
use the same argument as before because (p, 0) = p(f1) has only one contracting
eigenvalue. We bypass this by using the fact that p(f) is contained in a uniformly
hyperbolic attractor A(f) of f |Fcs(p(f)), given by the hyperbolic continuation of
the Plykin attractor A(φ0) at the beginning of Section 9.1. By construction [Ply80],
the Plykin attractor A(φ0) is a transitive set, and it basin contains the whole disk
D minus a finite set of periodic repellers. By stability, these properties still hold
for A(f) as long as f is close enough to f1. Since w is clearly not a periodic point,
as it is contained in the unstable manifold of q(f), the second property implies that
w is contained in the basin of A(f). This means that we also have a heteroclinic
intersection from q(f) to the transitive set A(f), which contains p(f). In particular,
for any ε > 0 there is an ε-pseudo orbit from q(f) to p(f).

The claim follows directly from these two conclusions. �

We denote by C(f) the chain recurrence class in Lemma 9.4. It follows imme-
diately from the definitions that it contains the homoclinic classes H(p(f), f) and
H(q(f), f) of both fixed points. By a result of Bonatti, Crovisier [BC04],

(41) H(p(f), f) = C(f) = H(q(f), f)

for every f in a C1-residual subset R of some C1-neighborhood U of f1.

9.4. Large entropy created from a homoclinic tangency. We are now going
to explain how to create uniformly hyperbolic sets with large entropy, by unfolding
homoclinic tangencies inside the chain recurrence class C(f). For this, we need to
recall the notion of domination (see [BDV05, Chapter 7]).
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Let Λ be an f -invariant compact set, and G ⊂ TΛM be a continuous subbundle
of the tangent bundle over Λ invariant under the derivative Df . Given any integer
N ≥ 1, we say that (f,Λ, G) has an N -dominated splitting if there is a direct sum
decomposition G = E⊕F into two continuous subbundles invariant under Df such
that

‖Dfnu‖ ≤
1

2
‖Dfnv‖ for any n ≥ N and any unit vectors u ∈ E and v ∈ F.

This is a closed property, in the following sense. Suppose that there is an N -
dominated splitting Gn = En ⊕ Fn for (fn,Λn, Gn), for each n ≥ 1, such that the
dimensions of En and Fn are independent of n. Suppose also that fn → f in the
C1-toplogy, Λn → Λ in the Hausdorff topology, and Gn → G uniformly. Then there
is an N -dominated splitting for (f,Λ, G).

The next step is to create a homoclinic tangency associated to a periodic point
r(f) ∈ H(p(f), f). This will be done by means of the following proposition,
which is contained in the combination of Gourmelon [Gou10, Theorem 3.1] and
Gourmelon [Gou16, Theorem 8]. See Buzzi, Crovisier, Fisher [BCF18, Theorem 3.9]
for an analogous statement, and Pujals, Sambarino [PS00] and Wen [Wen02] for
previous results in this direction.

U denotes a neighborhood of f1 as introduced at the end of Section 9.3.

Theorem 9.5 (Gourmelon). For any ε > 0, there exist N ≥ 1 and T ≥ 1 such

that the following holds. Consider any f ∈ U admitting a periodic saddle O with

1 contracting eigenvalue and period greater than T , such that the restriction of Df
to the center-stable space Ecs

O does not have an N -dominated splitting.

Then there exists an ε-perturbation g of f in the C1 topology such that

• g coincides with f outside an arbitrarily small neighborhood of O and

• g preserves Orb(O) and the derivatives of f and g coincide along Orb(O),

and there exists O0 ∈ Orb(O) such thatW s(O0) and W
u(O0) have a tangency point

Z ∈ Fcs(O0) whose orbit is contained in an arbitrarily small neighborhood of O.
Moreover, if O is homoclinically related to a periodic point P of f, then g may be

chosen such that O remains homoclinically related to P for g.

Let f ∈ U . Observe that the homoclinic class of p(f) is non-trivial, since it
contains the uniformly hyperbolic transitive set A(f). Then one can find a sequence
(pn)n of hyperbolic periodic points whose orbits Orb(pn) converge to H(p(f), f)
in the Hausdorff topology, and which are homoclinically related to p(f); the latter
also means that each pn has exactly one contracting eigenvalue.

The fact that pn and p(f) are homoclinically related ensures that we can find
a uniformly hyperbolic transitive set Hn containing both their orbits. Then, by
the shadowing lemma, we can find a periodic point qn ∈ Hn homoclinically related
to both pn and p(f), whose orbit spends most of the time near p(f) and yet gets
denser in Hn as n increases. More precisely, as n→ ∞,

• the invariant probability measure µn supported on Orb(qn) converges to
the Dirac mass δp(f)

• and the Hausdorff distance between Hn and Orb(qn) goes to zero.

The latter implies that the sequence Orb(qn) also converges to the whole homoclinic
class in the Hausdorff topology. For future reference, let κn ≥ 1 denote the period
of each qn, which converges to infinity as n→ ∞.

Finally, using the assumptions on the eigenvalues of p(f1) = (0, p), we can now
prove that the unfolding of the homoclinic tangencies given by Theorem 9.5 does
yield uniformly hyperbolic sets with large entropy, as stated in (40):
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Proposition 9.6. There is a C1 open and dense subset V of U such that for any

f ∈ V, there exists a periodic point r(f) homoclinically related to p(f), and there

exists a uniformly hyperbolic set contained in the center-stable leaf of Orb(r(f))
whose topological entropy is larger than log k.

Proof. It is clear that the property in the conclusion is open, and so we only need
to prove that it is dense. Take f in the residual set R where the identity (41) holds.
Since both eigenvalues of q(f) along the center-stable direction are non-real, the
continuous bundle G = Ecs |H(p(f),f) admits no dominated splitting. By Bochi-
Bonatti [BB12, Theorem 3], it follows that for any ε > 0, there is N ≥ 1, such that
for every n ≥ N there is an ε-perturbation fn of f in the C1 topology such that

• fn coincides with f outside an arbitrarily small neighbourhood of Orb(qn),
• fn preserves Orb(qn) and
• the eigenvalues ksn and kun ofDfκn

n along the center-stable space of qn satisfy

(42)
1

κn
log ksn → log ks and

1

κn
log kun → log ku.

Keep in mind that ks < 1/k < k < kun. Also, by the version of Franks’ lemma in
Gourmelon [Gou16], this perturbation can be made in such a way that the periodic
point qn of fn is still homoclinically related to p(fn).

Now, since Orb(qn) converges to H(p(f), f) in the Hausdorff topology and, as we
just observed, the center-stable bundle Ecs has no domination over the homoclinic
class, we get that any domination of Ecs over the orbit of qn has to become arbi-
trarily weak as n→ ∞. More precisely, for any N ≥ 1 and any n large enough, the
bundle Ecs |Orb(qn) for the map fn has no N -dominated splitting. So we may apply
Theorem 9.5 to obtain an embedding gn near fn, such that gn has a homoclinic
tangency on the center-stable leaf of Orb(qn).

Finally, by a result of Newhouse [New78], a suitable unfolding of the homoclinic
tangency yields a small uniformly hyperbolic transitive set with topological entropy
close to

min

{

−
1

κn
log ksn,

1

κn
log kun

}

.

By (42), it follows that the topological entropy is larger than log k if n is large. �

Appendix A. Ergodic results for C1 partially hyperbolic

diffeomorphisms

Results in the ergodic theory of non-uniformly hyperbolic diffeomorphims are
often stated under the assumption that the derivative is Hölder. Here we prove
certain extensions to C1 partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms that are used in our
arguments.

A.1. Katok shadowing lemma for C1 diffeomorphisms with a dominated

splitting. This section is devoted to the prof of Lemma 4.7.

Lemma A.1. Let f : M → M be a C1 diffeomorphism and µ be an ergodic

hyperbolic probability measure. Assume that the Oseledets splitting Os⊕Ou extends

to a dominated splitting of the tangent bundle over the support of µ. Then µ is

the weak∗ limit of a sequence of invariant measures µn supported on the orbits of

hyperbolic periodic points pn such that the sequence (pn)n converges to suppµ, each
pn has dimOs contracting eigenvalues, and their stable manifolds have uniform

size.
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Let E⊕F denote the dominated splitting of that extends the Oseledets splitting
of f on the support of µ. Since the Lyapunov exponents of µ along the sub-bundle
E are all negative, there are a < 0 and Ns ≥ 1 such that

1

Ns

∫

M

log ‖DfNs |E ‖ dµ < a.

Then there exists some ergodic component µs of µ for the iterate fNs such that

(43)
1

Ns

∫

M

log ‖DfNs |E ‖ dµs < a.

We claim that there exists a set Λs ⊂M with positive µs-measure such that

(44)

n−1
∏

i=0

‖DfNs |E(fiNs(x)) ‖ < eanNs .

for any x ∈ Λs and n ≥ 1. Indeed, suppose that for µs-almost every x there is
nx ≥ 1 such that

nx−1
∏

i=0

‖DfNs |E(fiNs(x)) ‖ ≥ eanxNs .

Then, still for µs-almost every x,

lim sup
n

1

nNs

n−1
∑

i=0

log ‖DfNs |E(fiNs (x)) ‖ ≥ a,

which, in of the Birkhoff ergodic theorem, contradicts (43). This contradiction
proves the claim (44). The same argument proves that there are b < 0, Nu ≥ 1, an
ergodic component µu of µ and a set Λu ⊂M with positive µu-measure such that

(45)

n−1
∏

i=0

‖Df−Nu |F (f−iNu (x)) ‖ < ebnNu

for any x ∈ Λu and any n ≥ 1.
Since µ is ergodic for f , it has finitely many ergodic components for both fNs and

fNu . Thus, the previous construction implies that both Λs and Λu have positive
µ-measure. Using ergodicity once more, it follows that there is m ≥ 1 such that
Λ0 = fm(Λu) ∩ Λs has positive µ-measure. Moreover, by subadditivity, every
sufficiently large multiple N ≥ 1 of NsNu satisfies

(46)
1

n

n−1
∑

i=0

log ‖DfN |E(fiN (x)) ‖ < tNua < 0

and

(47)
1

n

n−1
∑

i=0

log ‖Df−N |F (f−iN (x)) ‖ <
tNsb

2
< 0.

for any x ∈ Λ0 and n ≥ 1. The reason we need to take N sufficiently large is to
compensate for the fact that in (47) time is shifted by m steps relative to (45).

By Poincar recurrence, for µ-almost every x ∈ Λ0 there is qx ≥ 1 arbitrarily
large such that f qxN (x) ∈ Λ0 and is arbitrarily close to x. Then x satisfies (46)
for n ∈ {1, . . . , qx} and f qxN (x) satisfies (47) for n ∈ {1, . . . , qx}. This means that
{f iN(x) : i = 0, . . . , qx} is a quasi-hyperbolic string in the sense of Liao [Lia89]: this
means that E is forward contracting and F is backward contracting along this orbit
segment. Then by the Liao [Lia89] shadowing lemma (see also Gan [Gan02]), there
is a periodic point p of period qx for fN close to x and whose orbit shadows the
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pseudo-orbit {x, fN(x), · · · , f (qx−1)N(x)}. Indeed, there exists L > 0 depending
only on fN , Nua and Nsb, such that the

(48) d(f iN (x), f iN (p)) ≤ Ld(x, f qxN (x)) for every i = 0, . . . , qx.

Since the distance on the right hand side may be chosen arbitrarily small, we may
conclude that the inequalities (46) and (47) are inherited by the point p. Observe
also that, as N has been fixed, up to increasing L if necessary we may now assume
that (48) remains true for every iterate f j with j = 0, . . . , qxN .

By [HPS77], in the presence of a dominated splitting E⊕F there exist continuous
families FE

loc(x) and FF
loc(x) of local sub-manifolds tangent to the invariant sub-

bundles E and F , respectively, which are locally invariant: there exists r0 > 0 such
that

(49) f(FE
r0(x)) ⊂ FE

loc(f(x)) and f
−1(FF

r0(x)) ⊂ FF
loc(f

−1(x)),

where FE
r0(x) and FF

r0(x) denote the r0-neighborhoods of x inside FE
loc(x) and

FF
loc(x), respectively, relative to the respective leaf distances. These are usually

referred to as fake foliations, see [BW10, LVY13].
The next statement was proved by Alves, Bonatti, Viana [ABV00, Lemma 2.7],

see also Dolgopyat [Dol00, Lemma 8.1].

Lemma A.2. Let λ > 0 and ε ∈ (0, r0). If x ∈ M and n ≥ 1 are such that

‖(DF j |Ecs)(x)‖ ≤ e−λj for j = 1, . . . , n, then

F j(Fcs
ε (x)) ⊂ Fcs

rj (F
j(x))

for every 0 ≤ j ≤ n, where rj = εe−λj/2.

Let (pn)n → x be a sequence of periodic points obtained in this way, for val-
ues (qn)n of qx ≥ 1 going to infinity and such that f qnN (x) converges to x.
By Lemma A.2, these periodic points have stable manifolds with size uniformly
bounded from below (the bound depends only on fN and Nua). Clearly, we may
take x such that

1

k − 1

k−1
∑

j=0

δjf (x) → µ

as k → ∞. Then, using the inequality (48) for each iterate f j with j = 0, . . . , qnN ,
we get that

1

qnN

qnN−1
∑

j=0

δfj(x)

converges to µ as n→ ∞. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.7.

A.2. Pesin stable manifold theorem for C1 diffeomorphims with a domi-

nated splitting. The Pesin stable manifold theorem for non-uniformly hyperbolic
systems is usually not true in the C1 category (see Pugh [Pug84]). The partial
version we give here, for systems with a dominated splitting, is probably known to
the experts, but we could not find it in the literature.

Non-uniform hyperbolicity ensures that, for almost every point, a neighborhood
of x inside the fake leaf FE

loc(x) (respectively, FF
loc(x)) is exponentially contracted

under forward (respectively, backward) iteration. Note that these local Pesin stable
and unstable manifolds turn out to vary continuously with the point x, in this
setting, except for their size which is only a measurable function of the point.

We formalize the conclusion in the next lemma. Let dEx (·, ·) denote the leaf
distance inside each FE

loc(x).
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Lemma A.3. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 4.7, there are λ < 0 and a full

µ-measure invariant set Λ such that for every x ∈ Λ, there are C(x) > 0 and a

neighborhood Ws
loc(x) of x inside the leaf FE

loc(x) satisfying:

(1) f(Ws
loc(x)) ⊂ Ws

loc(f(x)) for every x ∈ Λ and

(2) for any y, z ∈ Ws
loc(x) and any n ≥ 0,

dEfn(x)(f
n(y), fn(z)) ≤ C(x)enλdEx (y, z)

for every x ∈ Λ. Moreover, C(f(x)) ≤ C(x)‖Df‖ for every x ∈ Λ, and the map

x 7→ Ws
loc(x) is measurable.

Proof. Let Λ0 be a positive µ-measure set of points satisfying (46) for fN . Then,
by Lemma A.2, there are r > 0 and λE < 0 such that

(50) dEfnN (x)(f
nN (y), fnN (z)) ≤ enλEdEx (y, z)

for any y, z ∈ FE
r (x) and n ≥ 0. Since ‖Df‖ is uniformly bounded, it follows that

there exists NE ≥ 1 such that

(51) dEfm(x)(f
m(y), fm(z)) ≤ dEx (y, z) for every m ≥ NE .

Define λ = λE/N and take Λ to be the (full µ-measure) set of points whose forward
and backward orbits visit Λ0 infinitely many times. For any x ∈ Λ0, let nx ≥ 1
be its first-return time to Λ0. It is no restriction to assume that nx ≥ N for every
x ∈ Λ0: just reduce Λ0 if necessary, observing that (by ergodicity) this does not
affect Λ. Define

Ws
loc(f

i(x)) = f i(FE
r (x)) for i = 0, . . . , nx − 1 and x ∈ Λ0.

It is clear that W s
loc(y) depends measurably on y ∈ Λ. The claim (1) in the state-

ment is an immediate consequence of the definition, except possibly at the returns
nx to Λ0, where it follows from (51) together with the fact that nx ≥ N . Since
‖Df‖ is uniformly bounded, property (50) also implies that for each x ∈ Λ one can
find C(x) > 1 such that

(52) dEfm(x)(f
m(y), fm(z)) ≤ C(x)enλdEx (y, z)

for any y, z ∈ FE
r (x) and n ≥ 0. This is claim (2) in the statement, and it is easy

to check that C(x) may be chosen such that C(f(x)) ≤ C(x)‖Df‖. �

A.3. Hyperbolic measures of C1 partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms. Fi-
nally, we prove a C1-version of a result of Ledrappier [Led84]: the original statement
assumes that the derivative is Hölder, whereas in our statement the diffeomorphism
is taken to be partially hyperbolic. For the statement, we must recall the definition
of u-entropy for diffeomorphisms that need not factor to an Anosov automorphism.

Let f :M →M be a C1 partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism and µ be an ergodic
measure of f . A measurable partition ξ of M is said to be µ-subordinate to the
strong-unstable foliation Fuu if for µ-almost every x:

(1) ξ(x) ⊂ Fuu(x) and it has uniformly small diameter inside Fuu(x);
(2) ξ(x) contains an open neighborhood of x inside the leaf Fuu(x);
(3) ξ is an increasing partition, meaning that f(ξ) ≺ ξ.

Then the u-entropy of µ is defined by

hµ(f,F
uu) = Hµ(ξ | f(ξ)).

The definition does not depend on the choice of ξ (see Ledrappier, Young [LY85a,
Lemma 3.1.2]).

These notions go back to Ledrappier, Strelcyn [LS82], who proved that every
non-uniformly hyperbolic diffeomorphism with Hölder derivative admits measurable
partitions subordinate to the corresponding Pesin unstable lamination. In our
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present setting, partitions subordinate to the strong-unstable foliation of a partially
hyperbolic diffeomorphism were constructed by Yang [Yan, Lemma 3.2].

Proposition A.4. Let f : M → M be a C1 partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism,

and µ be an ergodic measure of f whose center Lyapunov exponents are all negative.

Then hµ(f) = hµ(f,F
uu).

Recall (Rokhlin [Rok67], see also [VO16, Lemma 9.1.12]) that the entropy of
(f, µ) relative to a finite partition A can be defined as

hµ(f,A) = Hµ

(

A |
∞
∨

i=1

f i(A)

)

= lim
n
Hµ

(

A |
n
∨

i=1

f i(A)

)

.

We denote by Au the partition of M whose elements are the intersections of the
elements of A with local strong-unstable leaves.

Lemma A.5. Under the hypotheses of Proposition A.4, if A is a finite partition

with sufficiently small diameter then hµ(f) = hµ(f,A) and, up to zero µ-measure,

(1)
∨∞

i=0 f
i(A) =

∨∞
i=0 f

i(Au) and
(2)

∨∞
i=−∞ f i(A) is the partition into points.

Proof. As before, let Fuu denote the strong-unstable foliation of f . Moreover, let
Fcs

loc be a fake center-stable foliation, that is, a locally invariant continuous family
of local sub-manifolds tangent to the center-stable sub-bundle Ecs. Recall (49) in
the previous section.

Just as in the proof of Lemma A.3, we can find r > 0, λ < 0 and a positive
µ-measure set Λ0 of points whose stable manifolds have uniform size r > 0, and
uniform contraction rate eλ under forward iteration by f .

Let x and y be any two nearby points inM , there is a unique point of intersection
the local strong-unstable leaf Fuu

loc(y) and the local centre-stable leaf Fcs
r (x), which

we denote as z = [x, y]. By local invariance, assuming x and y are sufficiently close
to each other we also have that

(53) f ([x, y]) = [f(x), f(y)] and f−1 ([x, y]) =
[

f−1(x), f−1(y)
]

We assume that the diameter of the partition A is small enough that this will
happen whenever x and y are in the same element of A.

By further reducing the diameter of A if necessary, we may assume that any two
points in distinct elements of Au inside the same element of A cannot be mapped
into the same element of Au by either f or its inverse. More precisely, if x and
y are such that y ∈ A(x) and f(y) ∈ A(f(x)). Then y ∈ Au(x) if and only if
f(y) ∈ Au(f(x)) and similarly for the inverse f−1.

Let us prove part (1) of the lemma. It is clear that
∨∞

i=0 f
i(A) is coarser than

∨∞
i=0 f

i(Au). To prove the converse, we only need to show that

(54) Au ≺
∨

i≥0

f i(A)

up to a zero µ-measure. Indeed, (54) implies that fn(Au) is coarser than
∨∞

i=n f
i(A)

for any n ≥ 1, and so
∞
∨

n=0

fn(Au) ≺
∞
∨

n=0

(

∞
∨

i=n

f i(A)

)

=
∞
∨

i=0

f i(A).

To prove (54), suppose, by contradiction, that there exists a positive µ-measure
set of points x, and for each of them there exists

y ∈





∨

i≥0

f i(A)



 (x) \ Au(x).
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Then the point z = [x, y] is distinct from x and, moreover, each backward iterate
f−i(y) is in the same element of A as the corresponding f−i(x). Thus, we may us
(53) to conclude that

f−i(z) = [f−i(x), f−i(y)] for any i ≥ 0.

By Poincaré recurrence, there is a sequence of times 0 < i1 < · · · < ij < · · · <∞
such that f−ij (x) ∈ Λ0 for every j. By further assuming that the diameter of A is
small, it follows that

f−ij (z) ∈ Fcs
r (f−ij (x)) =W s

r (f
−ij (x)).

Since the local stable manifolds have a uniform contraction rate, we get that

dcsx (x, z) ≤ C0e
ijλ for every j.

Making j → ∞ we conclude that x = z, which is a contradiction. This contradiction
proves the claim in (54), which completes the proof of part (1) of the lemma.

Finally, observe that (54) also yields

(

∞
∨

−∞

f i(A)

)

(x) ⊂





∨

i≤0

f i(A)



 (x) ∩ Au(x).

Since the strong-unstable foliation Fuu is uniformly expanding, the expression on
the right hand side reduces to {x}, as long as the diameter of A is small enough.
This proves part (2) of the lemma. �

Proof of Proposition A.4. Choose a finite partition A with diameter small enough
so that Lemma A.5 applies. By Yang [Yan, Proposition 3.1], we may always choose
A in such a way that the boundary has small µ-measure, in the sense that there is
λ < 1 such that the µ-measures of the λn-neighborhoods of the boundary form a
summable series. Then, by Yang [Yan, Lemma 3.2], the partition

ξ =

∞
∨

i=0

f i(A) =

∞
∨

i=0

f i(Au)

in part (1) of Lemma A.5 is µ-subordinate. Thus the lemma gives that

hµ(f) = hµ(f,A) = Hµ

(

A |
∞
∨

i=1

f i(A)

)

= Hµ

(

A |
∞
∨

i=1

f i(Au)

)

= Hµ (A | f(ξ)) = Hµ (A ∨ f(ξ) | f(ξ)) .

Thus, we only need to show that A ∨ f(ξ) = ξ up to µ-measure zero.
On the one hand, since A is coarser than Au, it is clear that A∨ f(ξ) is coarser

than

Au ∨ f(ξ) = Au ∨

(

∞
∨

i=1

f i(Au)

)

= ξ.

On the other hand, since ξ is µ-subordinate and has small diameter, every element
of f(ξ) is contained in a local strong-unstable leaf. Thus every element of A∨ f(ξ)
is contained in the intersection of an element of A with a local strong-unstable leaf.
In other words, A ∨ f(ξ) is finer than Au, which implies that

A∨ f(ξ) = (A ∨ f(ξ)) ∨ f(ξ)

is finer than Au ∨ f(ξ) = ξ. This proves that A ∨ f(ξ) = ξ up to µ-measure zero,
as we claimed. �
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